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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The newer and more sophisticated compound single crystals, 
i. e. ceramic oxides and compound semiconductors, which now comprise 
about 20% of the electronic single crystal market, a re  the basis for 
many of the emerging and advanced electronic technologies and devices 
of the 19801s. 
2.  There i s  strong economic and technical justification for pursuing 
the preparation of these electronic crystals with maxirnur.1 perfection, 
purity, and size to  achieve high performance components and devices. Space 
processing appears to be the best way to achieve this, especially as  the 
Space Shuttle with the expected lower transportation costs becomes 
available in the 19 80l a. 
3. No economic or technical justification was found for the growth 
of silicon single crystals for solid state electronic devices in space. 
Silicon, which constitutes about 60-7070 of the electronic single crystal 
market, already enjoys volume demand and commodity prices. 
An exception may be the growth of very large area wafers of silicon 
for large power distribution devices by float zone refining; however, the 
costs will be high primarily due to the large power supply required. 
4. Synthetic quartz, grown by a hydrothermal process, 
constitutes the remaining share of the electronic single crystal market. 
In addition to the fact that the growth process depends upon gravity induced 
convection, the low price and commodity nature of quartz and the massive 
processing equipment all mitigate against considering space processing 
for preparing quartz. 
5. Magnetic bubble memories, which operate on ra re  earth iron 
garnet and rare earth garnet crystals, a re  expected to provide the single 
greatest demand for high quality single crystals by 19 80. Electro-optic 
crystals will provide the second area of greatest demand. These consist 
of several unique compositions such as  lithium niobate, lithium tantali+ce, 
bismuth germanate, lead germanate, bismuth titanate, gadolinium 
molybdate, lithium iodate and triglycine sulfate, which will be the basis 
for several advanced applications by 19 80. The emerging technologies 
include optical storage media and page composers for holographic memories, 
light modulators for optical communication systems, pyroelectric detectors 
and thermal imaging systems for medical diagnostics, pollution monitoring 
and earth resources surveying, surface wave acoustic delay lines for 
navigation systems an& radar, and elecironic filt.err for the communications 
industry. The third source of demand will be optoelectric crystals 
such as  gallium phosphide and yttria aluminum garnet for light-emitting 
diode displays and high power crystalline lasers ,  reepectively. 
6. The demand, estimated coat savings, and anticipated improved 
yields of space processing economically justifies the planning and funding 
of research and development programs in  preparation for the growth and 
processing of garnet crystals for magnetic bubble memories i n  space by 
the late 1970's or  early 1980' s. The anticipated expanded use, yeduction 
in cost, and additional savings through the production in  space of high- 
priced electro-optic crystals also economically justifies the planning and 
research for the processing of these crystals i n  space by 1980. In 
addition, the Y AG crystals and gallium phosphide type of s emiconducting 
crystals a r e  of interest, although the latter crystals involve some high 
pressure equipment that wil l  effect the economics. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Planning and research should be started as soon as  possible for the 
processing of garnet and electro-optic cryrtai: in space by 1980. 
2. Planning and research fc'r the growth of crystals in space should be 
supported in  the encompassing areas of equipment, processes, 
compositions and characterization. 
3. Process work should be directed toward growth from solution or the 
melt. The identified crystals which will potentially show improved 
yields and perfection and/ o r  size a re  grown by techniques involving 
fluids or liquids; these include flux growth, Czochralski melt growth, 
aqueuus solution growth and liquid phase epitaxy from fluxed melts. 
In addition, process work should include  effort^ to  grow crystals in 
desired f0rr.s such as films which may be more fearrible ii: space. 
4. Research should initially be directed toward the comporitions cited 
in this report; however, a survey for the reporting and discovery of 
new crystala of the compound oxide type should be periodically 
conducted and up-dated,, It can be predicted with a high confidence 
level that any new crystal whose growth will benefit from space 
proceasing will be grown with a solution or  melt technique. Conversely, 
the rurvey should alro be directed toward the reporting of new applicationr 
which a re  dependent for operation on +he aforementioned types of crystals. 
5. Characterizatian research should ue conducted and directed toward 
the determination of gravity depended obstacles to growth and 
gravity cantrolled properties in specific crystals. 
6. Potentially, large flawless optical quality crystals can be grown u n h r  
micro-gravity conditicns with pahral flat perfect surfaces. 
7. While the recently implemented plans for the Space Transportation 
System should provide markedly reduced costs for transportation, 
a parallel effort on space equipment, facilities and operations has 
great potential for reducing the costs and improvi~g the efficiency of 
this part of the system. In particular, attention to space power and 
the operaxional aspects of crystal growing in space would offer great 
payoffs. In the latter area, emphasis on improving yields, iacluding 
the growth of crystals into more optimum shapes, and the reuse of 
materials is  recommended. 
8. Some early space experiments a re  recommended to establish the 
technical validity of the expectatrons for improved crystals being 
obtainable in space. 
9. Economic data on both the crystal industry and products in which 
they are used should be continually collected and assessed as a base 
for further projection. A diligent monitoring of relevant technical 
and economic developments i a  recommended. 
SUMMARY 
Background 
The eventual proccssicg of materials in space is likely to become the 
major economic exploitation of space technology. It holds great potential 
for technologicaSly 5enefiting the preparation under microgravity conditions of 
nurnerous products through improvements in size, shape, purity or perfection, 
and the resulting properties. These are  expected to markedly benefit man's 
material well being. 
As contrasted to space exploration which also benefits man ihrough mental 
stimulation, but for which the value i s  difficult to quantify, space processing 
w i l l  be expected to produce economically viable results. Thus the products 
must be of sufficient value as to warrant the extra costs of space transportation 
and proce-lsing compared to terrestrial processing. While it will be desirable 
to identify products which can uniquely and only be obtained under the 
dcrogravity of space, there seems to he f e w  pure examples of this. Instead 
it appears +bt the removal of sedimentation and convection effects, for example, 
may markedly improve some products to the degree that they will be worth 
more to the users than it costs to provide them. 
Numerous technologically sound ideas for materials science ar3  
manufacturing in space have been suggested over the past several years. 
It i s  timely however to project the costs and value of some of these ideas as a 
means of providing information on which to base research and developme;*t 
[ programs in this field. The scarcity of space flights in the decade of the 
70' s prior to the availability of the space shuttle makes this approach ' desirable as a planning tool. 
I Among the ideas advanced for space processing consideration, the growth 
of electronic single crystals stands out for several reasons. Among them are 
that: the products are  basic to several advanced technologies: they have 
1 high value, and they are likely to be used in quantities which can be met by 
the capacity of the space shuttle system. 
The electronic single crystal field can be described in terms of two 
1 different product areas. First, there a re  the semiconductors which comprise 
60-7070 of the products and amount to some 28 tons primarily of silicon per 
year in the U. S. They are  prepared by several processes but the one that 
gives the tes t  results in terms of purity, perfection, and properties i s  Float 
Zone Refining (FZR). It i s  a process whichie very distinctly affected by 
gravity that generally constrains the size of product bodes to the 2-3" diameter 
range. This i s  sufficient for many uses but there are  some potential future 
uses for which one might like to have up to  6-8 diameters available. These 
would be for preparing wafers for use in large D. C. power conditioning and 
handling devices, and for solar cells, for example, aa well as for substrates 
in the preparation of integrated circuits. 
The second product area is a very heterogeneous group of compound single 
crystals which comprise about 2070 of the total field. They a r e  the primary 
basis of many new products and consequently have high potential interest for 
the future. In general they a r e  o ~ d i c  ompositions grown from the melt or 
solution which implies imperfections due to gravity induced sedimentation and 
~on-~-ection. 
Finally, there i s  a related product area which is the hydrothermal prepara- 
tion of quartz single crystals. These crystals and this process appears to be 
relatively unique but does not fit the space processing field except by analogy. 
The low value of the product (about $20/lb. ), the high weight of the thick walled 
pressure vessels used to grow quartz crystals, and the need for convection in the 
process all mitigate against considering it for space processing. In addition, 
the natural quartz crystals at $3 per pound a r e  an effective alternate o r  
competitor to the synthetic crystals. They a r e  often of higher perfection in 
certain respects but provide a lower yield of usable material which accounts for 
the large difference in price per pound. This process for growing quartz crystals 
i s  howe*-rtr apparently not applicable in  general to the second product area in the 
single crystal field. Nevertheless, it was studied in this program as  an analogy 
to the preparation of other crystals by solvent processes . 
Starting f'rom the above background, the study aimed at  identifying the 
most likely technological area of crystal growth to be improved by production 
in space. Th: approach involved visits and discussions with experts as well 
as extc-:csive ri.xamination of the literature in essentially a binary approach 
to the problem. On the one hand the technical aspects were examined with a 
view to identifying the valuable crystal compositions, processes to grow them, 
products which might use them, and some projections of the benefits t~ be 
expected by space processing. In parallel the economics of the crystal 
industry ar d of the user industries were examined by econometricians. These 
two approaches were t h ~  ;r coupled into some properties of future space 
processing facilities. 
Results - General 
The study it,dicates that the compound type crystals for these emerging 
advanced technology proc:~cts a re  the most likelf to warrant space processing. 
These are generally the oxidic compound type crystals grown from melts or 
solutions. In general they are  expected to be both benefitted technically by the 
minimis:.. ,an of gravity indvced effects and to be of sufficient economic value 
as  to warrant the costa of space processing. 
The curren. R&D level of proceering of these crystals often yields only 
a few per cent of usable material with a consequent high coat. For example, 
2Sy9 yield and pric:es up to $15,00O/lb. a re  not uncommon. R is expected that 
both of theae values wi l l  change markedly as production quantitier are  prepared. 
This study contemplates therefore that prices may eventually drop by a 
factor of 5 or more to the $1000-3000/lb. range while yields will 
approximately double. 
Meanwhile, the more mature semiconductor industry from which float 
zone refined silicon i s  the principal product of interest to this study does 
not as clearly warrant space processing at the current diameter and price 
of silicon for use in integrated circuits. If large diameter wafers for D. C. 
power distribution equipment and solar cells require the purity and perfection 
of float zone refining and the value in these applications is high enough, this 
would be an excellent and perhaps unique product for space processing. 
Results- Detailed Technical 
The technical assessment indicates that there a re  six areas of advanced 
applications where systems performance is directly dependent on the quality of 
the ceramic oxide and non-silicon semiconducting compound electronic crystals 
used, These are  computer memories, optical communications, optoelectronics, 
pyroeltctric detection, surface acoustics and ultrasonics, Space proces sing 
has the potential of providing crystals with the required perfection, size and 
surface smoothness at high yields in  production quantities to enable systems 
in each of the aforementioned areas to come close to  their performance 
figures of merit. 
Magnetic bubble memories, which operate on rare earth iron garnet 
crystals, i s  expected to provide the greatest demand for high quality 
single crystals, By the end of the decade they will f i l l  the critical gap that 
exists between electronically and electromechanically addressable storage. 
They will complement semiconductor silicon crystal memories in computer 
structures since the former i s  used in the fast memory section and the 
lattar for large storage in the bulk memory section, 
The next highest demand appears to be for high quality electrooptic 
c rystals such as lithium niobate, lithium tantalate, barium sodium niobate, 
bismuth germanate, lead germanate, bismuth titanate, gadolinium rnolybdate 
lithium iodate and triglycine sulfate. There are  a wide range of compositions 
to process here since electrooptic phenomena a re  used across the to:al range 
of the cited applications. The crystals are used as optical storage media and 
page composers in holographic memories, light modulators in optical 
communication systems, pyroelectric detect ore in infrared thermal imaging 
systems, surface wave acoustic delay liner in radar, navigation and 
communication systems , and ultrasonic filters in the communications industry. 
The third highest demand will  be for optoelectronic cryatalr such as gallium 
phosphide and yttria aluminum garnet for light-emitting diode displays and high 
power crystalline laaers, rerpectively. 
The holographic mempries a re  destined to  displace magnetic recording 
surface media and become the mass storage memories of the 1980's. 
Optical communications systems a re  in  the research stages and will become 
the inter- and intra city systems for large volumes of traffic in the 1980's 
Pyroelectric detection i s  becoming the standard infrared sensor for thermal 
imaging systems in medical diagnostics, pollution monitoring and earth 
resources surveying. 
Surface acoustics is a very advanced technology whose exploratory 
research i s  opening the doors to hitherto unconceived applications. Quartz 
crystals no longer meet the rigid bandwidth and frequency requirements for 
new ultrasonic applications. Thus more sophisticated crystals a re  being 
identified and prepared for use in  these applications. 
These systems will benefit from the large, flawless optical quality 
cryrtals which potentially can be grown with natural, flat, perfect surfaces 
LA spa,.9. 
The results of the detailed technical assessment of electronic cry stala 
and the market forecast for each application a re  summarized in  Table 1. 
Crystals which have been identified ae candidates for use in  each and the 
terrestrial growth problem8 a re  lieted. The benefits of epace processing and 
the projected improvement in  space grown vereue terrestr ial  grown crystals 
a r e  tabulated. 
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Economic Analysis - Approach for Supply and Demand 
In analyzing the econoxic feasibility of space processing versus earth 
processing, the supply and demand for terrestrially grown crystals has to 
first be considered. The demand for ceramic oxide and non-silicon single 
crystals i s  derived indirectly from the demand for their end products. Of the 
six applications identified during technical as  ses sment, computer memories 
a re  potentially by far the most important end-product of the high valued crystals. 
Therefore, the analysis was focused on the demand for crystals derived from the 
demand for computer memories (demand from computer hardware) and the market 
share of various technologies. 
In determining the demand for computer hardware, the lack of data on computers 
purchased by induatry prevented the construction of a micro-model encompassing 
such variables as sales, growth in sales, profit and interest rate. As an 
D 
alternative, macro-variables such as  Gros s National F roduct (GNP), Net 
National Product (NNP), growth in  Grosr National Product ( ~ N P )  profit and 
sales of the private sector were related to the aggregate computer shipment. 
Computer hardware shipment war found to be closely correlated to NNP and GNP 
but not to growth in GNP. The acceleration principle and cash flow theory do 
not apply t o  computer hardware as  much as  to other capital equipment. 
In determining the model of supply, crystal industry characterirtics were 
analyzed. The crystal industry is highly diffure and therefore industry 
atatirtics a r e  hard to obtain. For  the exotic c r y r k l s  which have been 
identified as candidates for space procer sing, the productioa and isupply data 
are  extremely difficult to collect for their growth processes a re  still highl; 
experimental and their market has not yet formed a steady pattern. However, 
their production and supply data a re  indispensible for evaluating the potential 
of space processing. In the absence of tke ctrta, i t  was necessary to choose a 
proxy crystal and to infer from the data on this proxy crystal the cost and 
production of the exotic crystals. Since quartz has been grown commercially 
since 1958 and the data available a re  relatively abundant, i ts production and 
supply history was studied and used a s  the basis for analyzing the production 
and supply structure of the exotic crystals. 
Results - Demaad 
Since NNP follows GNP and business sales a re  not as  well correlated to 
hardware shipment as  GNP or  NNP, GNP was chosen as  the independent 
I 
I variable in making the regression analysis. Estimates were made on computer 
, hardware shipments to 1980 by applying GNP predictions to the regression 
equations. By 1980, assuming that, the value of memory systems accounts 
for 46% of total computer hardware sales, memory sales will be $7,302 or 
$8,124 million dollars, depending on the different regression equation8 employed, 
In the projection of alternative memory technologies, price alone could 
be used to explain demand for a particula, memory technology and can be taken 
ae the dominant factor in the explanation of market share. 
Assuming that memory t echnologies in the 1970's will be bubble, semi - 
conductor (MOS integrated circuit) and core, the market shares of thcse 
technologies were calculated to be: 
19 75 
-
Market 
Pricelbit Share PriceIBit Sharc 
Core 14 . 9? 0.54 0 
Semi - 
conductor 0.94 . 53 0.14 0 
Bubbles n/ a - 0.014 1 
Applying the above market share estimates to the estimated memory sales, 
the following sales estimates were obtained: 
Core (billion) $2.1 -$2.2 0 
Semiconductor 
(billion) $2.4-$2.5 0 
Bubbles (billion) 0 $7.3-$8.1 
If past experience i s  any guide, however, the prediction that semiconductors 
will be completely replaced by 1980 by bubbles must be viewed with caution. 
KaepLig in mind that bubbles and semiconductors will be complementary in the 
computer hierarchy, the above calculation indicates that bubbles will have the 
major market rhare by 1980. 
From the past experience, however, the above prediction that MOS will 
be completely displaced in  1980 must be viewed with some caution; the 
regression equation results a r e  meaningful when the results a r e  considered i n  
orders  of mag~itude.  MOS memory may very well survive i n  some share by 
1980, particularly i f  it is successfully introduced i n  the f i rs t  half of the 1970's 
and keeping in  mind that bubbles and semiconductors will be complements. y 
in the computer hierarchial  structure. Economic success of a particull( r 
memory generates financial means to  breed further success by R & D 0.: 
Marketing. At the same time, a new technology, however attractive, could 
not avoid the initial market resistance and may not achieve the market share 
predicted i n  time. But i f  paot history is any guidance of future developrr.ents, 
bubbles wil l  capture a dominant market share by 19 80. 
In determining the demand for single crystals i n  computer memories,  unlike 
their end-products, it was pootulated that t h ~  demand for crystals depends not 
s o  much on their  prices, but mainly on demand tor their  end-products. Since a 
particular kind of crystal  is indispensablc for a particular memory technology, 
substitution by other inputs is virtually non-existent. The percentage values of 
c rys t  als i n  semiconductor o r  bubbla memories is difficult t o  estimate. However, 
based on the analysis of ~ r ~ a t e r i a l s  i n  computer memories,  a rough estimate gives 
crystal  value a s  1670 of memory value. Therefore, it can be asser ted that the 
demand far  crystals depends on the demand for cryotal using technologies. On 
this basis the demand model yields the result that silicon demand for semi - 
conductors wi l l  reach the range of $380-400 millions by 1975 and the demand 
for garnet crystals for b .;'>bles $1,168-$1,295 millions by 1980. 
Results - Supply 
L 
The model of supply was based on the following observations from the analysis 
of the c rystdl industry characteristics: (1) cr) staI prices a re  closely related 
to production costs; (2) production costs depend on quantity produced; and (3) 
quantity produce? in turc  depends on market demand which, as  shown in the 1 
demand analysis, can be expres. ed as  a function of time. In considering the 
characteestics of the cost function, it  was postulated that the optimum scale of 
production or minimum production cost can be easily reached as production 
volume increases. Furthermore, the competitive structure of the crystzl industry 
tends to reduce crystal prices to the level of direct production cost, plus overhead 
and profit. Frorn the data gathered, overhead cost and profit account for roughly 
50 percent of the sales prices. Thus, as the volume Increases, crystal prices 
wi?: be normalized to aboat twice the production cost. 
The demand model yielded the result that silicon demand for semiconductors 
(MOS integrated circuits) w i l l  reach the range of $380-400 millions by 1975 and 
garnet crystal demand for magnetic bubbles $1,168-$1,295 millions by 1980. 
Given such ample demand we can assert that normal crystal prices will 
prevail well before 1980. Since silicon already enjoys volume demand, 
turther decline in its price from about $450 per pound is unlikely save for 
major innovations in crystal growing technology. For the exotic crystals 
currently selling at high prices with negligible volume, it is generally 
expected that prices w i l l  be reduced to about 113 of the current Levels as demand 
increases. For example, the price of gallium phosphide is expected to drop to 
$8 per dram by 1980 from the current $22 per gram (about $3600 and $9900/lb., 
respectively). 
Resalts - Economic Feasibility of Space Processing 
The economic feasibility of space crystal growth versus earth crystal growth 
was evaluated. Since the future production cost on earth i s  not available and the 
expected future prices of crystals can be more or less related to the :future 
production costs, space processing was evaluates by comparing its products costs 
to the expected fuhre prices of crystas. Sp-ace processing is advantageous i f  the 
expected future prices of crystals can cover the total cost, including direct 
production cost, overhead and normal profit. 
The predicted space processing costs are presented in Table I1 which was 
constructed by taking silicon as a representative product from the float-zone 
refined process and gallhim phosphide from the solvent growth process. For 
silicon, even at 80 percent yield, the price of $450 per pound cannot cover 
overhead cost and normal profit. However, space processing of gallium 
phorphide or the other exotic crpsWr diacus sed for electrooptic, optoelectronic 
TABLE 11 
PREDICTED SPACE PROCESSING COSTS AND PRICES FOR 
SINGLE CRYSTALS - 1980 
Silicon -- Float -Zone Relined Process  
P reduction Normal Market Fricel 
Yield cost1 pound ~ r i c e / P o u n d  Pound 
40 percent $784 $1,568 
80 percent $392 $ 784 
Gallium Phosphide -- Solvent Growth Process  
25 percent $1,600 $3,200 
40 percent $1,306 $2,612 
and other applications looks promising from an economic viewpoi:rt; even at 
a conservative 25 percent yield, the normal price, i.e. direct production cost 
plus overhead cost and normal profit i s  still less than the expected price from 
earth processing by $432 per pound or  11 percent. Since the demand for 
garnet crystals in 1980 has been estimated at 11 5,000 to 130,000 pounds per 
year, this indicates that a total saving of over $50 million per year could be 
predicted. 
In several wys the aforementioned estimate is conservative. First,  it i s  
confined to  only one important application of one type of high-priced crystal, 
v ia . ,  garnets in computer memories. There a r e  many other areas of 
application of this and other types of high-priced crystals where a reduction in 
cost will lead to substantial increases in demznd. Since no historical trends 
have yet been established by these new applications, it is considered ill-advised 
at this time to attempt any quantitative forecast of their demand. We a re  
confident, however, that their expanded use will mean additional savings through 
the production. in space of their high-priced crystal components. 
Secondly, a conservative 25 percent yield has been assumed in  the estimate of 
savings. This is the yield generally obtained in today's earth-bound processes, 
and is partially attributable to the gravitational pull and minute tremors inherent 
in the terrestr ial  production environment. With these obstructive forces removed 
in a space environment there seems to be good reasons to expect a higher yield with 
consequent reduction in cost of production and concomitant r ise in savings. 
If, for stance, a 4070 yield were achieved (which is not impossible) the annual 
savings in  the production of garnets for corn~dter memory would increase from 
$50 million to  $1 18 million. However, because of the lack d hard data we 
have elected not to use it as  a basis for estimating potential benefits. 
Third, there a re  increasing evidences that significant qualitative benefits 
may accrue to crystals grown in space with its attendant unique characteristics 
of zero gravity and freedom from vibrations. For example, we may expect 
space-grown crystals to have more regular shape thus permitting greater yield, 
or  to have lower defect concentration making possible higher performance. 
There is also the prospect of growing substrate platelets with natural faces, 
which i f  successful will greatly reduce cost since the expensive wafering and 
polishing operations will no longer be necessary. There a re  important qualita- 
tive benefits of space production which will have far-reaching impact on the whole 
spectrum of crystal technology for a long 'time to come. It would be unfortunate 
to have them obscured by an overeding preoccupation with short-term cost 
considerations. 
While the above discussion seems tinged with optimism, we wish to 
emphasize the restraints currently placed on the optimism. First,  the cost 
of space-grown crystals is a preliminary estimate attempted before the concept 
of growing crystals has been tested in  space and before the technical details of 
I - .  - 
the space factory has been completely worked out. Second, the projected 
maximum decline of earth-grown crystal prices in one example from $22/gram 
to $8/gram is based on the personal opinions of industrial experts. It 
presumably reflects to a large degree the industryt s prevailing thinking. 
However, i f  either af these two estimates should prove to be incorrect the total 
amount of savings presented earlier would be significantly affected. Third, and 
finally, there is the question of whether the power plant required by the space 
factory would be ready by 1980; however, the motivation of the need for such 
a power system might serve to shorten the schedule to  meet the demand. 
1 
! 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, there i s  sufficient economic justification to war rant the funding 
-* , , ,$ of planning and development studies which a re  essential t o  the growth of crystals 
..'- ._. . ,. 
in  space by 1980. The demand by 1980 and estimated savings for high-valued 
garnet crystals as substrates and epitaxial films for magnetic bubble memories 
and of high-priced electro-optic crystals for a wide range of advanced applications 
economically justify the funding of studies directed toward the space processing 
of these compositions. 
TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The growth of electronic single crystals has been identified as one of the 
principal fields which may benefit from the microgravity of apace. These 
high value cryatals a r e  the materials upon which the emerging technologies 
in  the computer, communications, optoelectronic, acoustic and detection 
fields will depend. While some of the crystals can be grown in useable 
sizes and qualities in a terrestrial environment, they generally fall far 
short of their theoretical figures of merit due to the imperfections introduced 
during growth. Experimental evidence indicate8 that tht primary sources 
of the imperfections a r e  due to the convection and sedimentation present in 
the growth 8 olutions . 
The preparation and processing of cryutals for the electronics industry i s  
a multi-billion dollar industry in  which many products a r e  dependent directly 
on the quality of the single crystals. The preparktion of crystals in space 
has intrigued man for over a decade at leaet since float zone refining and 
(1) crystal growth in  rpace war first suggested by Pfann in 1958 . Other 
cryetal growing procesees which include vapor growth, solution or flux 
growth, Czochralrki, and melt procerrrer have since been considered. 
An assessment of the present status of electronic single crystal 
production and industry requirements has been made. Usirrg pv.b!ished 
articles* industry reports and interviews in the crystal growth industry 
(manufacturers and users), predictions and trends were made that indicate 
the need for electronic crys tds .  The market growth to 1980 and beyond 
has been forecast. 31 this section, the results a re  summarized with a 
detailed account reported in  the Appendices. 
Semiconductor crystals, especially silicon, represents some 60-7070 
of the single crystal electronic materials. These a r e  used in integrated 
circuit solid state electronics and for low wattage power distribution and 
conversion. They a r e  currently produced to very high quality standards 
so  that space processing would primarily offer the possibility of preparing 
larger diameter float zone refined boules and possibly the preparation of 
ribbons drawn directly from the melt. The latter operation would be aimed 
at obtaining higher yields of product. Our analysis indicates that these 
operations would not be ecoaomically feasible at  current prices for silicon. 
Thie i s  primarily because of the Xgh cost of space power and transportation. 
On the other harld, there may bc opportunities for further benefits from 
integrating the fabrication of iqtegrated circuits with the preparation of wafers 
from melt drawn silicon ribbons, This may offer both technical and 
economici;l benefits sufficient to overcome the power and transportation costs. 
Although remiccmductorrr represent a very large majority of the single crystal 
electronic industry, other crystals, namely ceramic oxide and non-silicon 
semiconducting cryetals a r e  of disproportionately greater importance than 
their 10 to  20'7'' share of the market would indicate. They play uuique roles 
in  electronic devices, a r e  ccrasiderably higher priced, and appear to be the 
s ource of future innovatione. 
Six areas of application have been identified which will provide a substantial 
demand for high quality crystals in  the 1980'3 and beyond. Theee are: 
1) Computer memories 
2) Optoelectronics 
3) Optical communications 
4) Piezoelectric detectors 
5) Surface wave acoustics 
6) Ultrasonics 
The present and known future crystals have been identified and their 
terrestrial growth techniques analyzed. F atential improvements through 
space processing have been projected for each of the known crystals i n  light 
of their future naeds. 
The ceramic oxide and non-silicon uemiconducting crystals that will benefit 
from space proceasing a re  those grown from a liquid or vapor phase. The 
majority a re  grown by liquid techniques which include the Czochraleki or  
melt growth technique, aolution or  fI.ux growth and tho liquid phase epitaxial 
growth of s~ngle  crystal films. In this si'.~dy, solution has been interpreted 
broadly to include melt grown crystals and liquid epitaxy from a flux. 
The surface and bulk imperfections which a re  introduced in cryrtals 
during growth from solution a r e  attributed to convection processes. Specific 
studies have been reported on high temperature solutions which show that 
gravity-related phenomena play a role. Temperature oscilJ ations have been 
detected in calcium tungetate and calcium fluoride melts which can be directly 
( 2 )  correlated to the movement of convection patterns visible or, the melt surface . 
It has been shown that these oscillations cause growth striations in crystals 
grown from these melts; no evidence was found that the striations a re  related 
to the rotation of the crystal through a thermal field. Cellular patterns 
formed on the melt surfaces a r e  similar to  the patterns reported for the simpler 
problem of a semi-infinite fluid heated from the bottom so that a temperature 
(3) gradient develops parallel to the gravitational axes . Under highly stabilized 
growth conditions with constant power input to the melt and constant heat losses, 
fluctuations in temperature can arise which may account for the striated impurity 
distribution observed in doped oxide crystals such as  r s e  earth aluminum 
(4) garnets . The growth of Pb(N03)2 and KBr crystals from solution was 
studied under high force fields of up to 321,000 g by centrifugation(5). Under 
high-g the cryrtalr tend to get flattened by a minimum energy balance between 
the surface tension and the gravitational force. However, the experiments were 
inclusive relative to  determining the effect of gravity on cryrtal perfection. 
Several investigations have shown that imperfections a re  related to gravity 
induced convections in non-oxidic crystals, In metal and fused salt crystals, 
convections in  the liquid phase cause temperature fluctuations leading to the 
well-known "impurity striations or banding" in these crystals (6-8' .  I t h a s  
also been reported that when temperature fluctuations a r e  damped out by 
application of a magnetic field in  conducting liquids, the impurity striations 
a re  eliminated and a fairly uniform distribution in the bulk of the crystal i s  
achieved (6-8)  
Some very pertinent recent experiments employing the growth of Te doped 
indium antimonide from the melt showed that the melt successively exhibited 
turbulent convection, oscillatory instabilities and finally, thermal stability. 
During turbulent convection, the crystals underwent pronounced transient back- 
melting; the average microscopic rate of growth was found to be 20 times 
greater than the average macroscopic growth rate, The microscopic rate was 
controlled by the convection currents in  the melt and the thermal gradients of 
the solid(91. 
St i r  generally agreed that there is a great likelihood of being able to prepare 
higher perfection crystals by rolution type procerser in the absence of gravity 
induced effects. If succersful, the resulting more perfect crystals should be 
more valuable from either o r  both of two viewpointr. Firr t ,  they should offer 
higher yields of urable cryrtals and secondly. the higher perfection should offer 
better performance in  applicatioas. The benefit of higher yield is quite directly 
tranrktable into economic t a m 8  and i r  conaidered in  thir rtudy. However, 
any potential benefit due to higher perfection i r  more difficult to predict and 
is therefore not explicitly considered in  thir economic rtudy. It i s  however 
a principal reason for space processing experimentr. Poesible outcomes of 
such experiments include, ( 1) a general improvement of space processed 
crystals compared to the same cornporitions from terrestrial sources, and 
(2) a more intriguing possibility that eome comporitionr will be improved mere 
than others and thereby change the ranking of crystal6 being considered for an 
application. 
Finally, only rudimentary consideratior, har been given to the manufacturing 
engineering aspects of techniques for cryatal growing in space. This situation 
along with the lack of data on the potential cryrtal perfection benefits of space 
processing described previously combine to produce an overly conservative 
economic outlook for the field. These arpectr need coneiderably greater 
attention in  the future. In the meantime, the following technical as see sment 
and discursionr of supply md demand a re  baaed on terrertr ial  experience ,and 
etrongly suggertr great economic benefit irom at leart the space procesring cf 
soliitioa grown crystal8 . 
. . 
11. COMPUTER MEMORI.ZS 
A. Perspective - Current and Advanced Technologies 
- 
Since the beginning of the modern computer era about 20 years ago, 
. -5 . .  
,. , , .. 
the size of memory directly accessed from a computing system has increased 
. .. 
'.'.'.. .. a*. '.:." 
from a few thousard vrords (typj.cally 10 to 36 bits or binary digits of stored 
information p c r  word) in the early and mid- 19 50's to well over several 
x:.illion bytes (8  bits per blte) currently in use on many systems today. 
Numerous physical mechanisms and devices have been proposed for memory 
storage systems; however, most technologies have fallen by the wayside as 
! ! i  
, , a rer ult of inherent materials and device fabrication problems, and therefore 
! l 7  
-ancompetitive costs. In the meantime, the magnetic core, introduced in the 
, , 
, .  mid-1950's and digital drums, and eventually discs, became the dominant 
cechrologies for direct access storage. As the need for additiondl storage arose, 
cores and discs were capable of providing increased size and speed at a reduced 
cost per bib: of stored information. The alternative technologies of the 1960's 
could not easily challenge the potential improvements of cores and disce. 
In the 1970ts, however, cores and discs w i l l  no longer be the domina13 
technologies. Their ensuing limitatiolrs and the appearance of nurne roue diverse 
applications permitting special purpor e tailored systems have resulted in the 
emergence of a wide range of advanced technologies as  altenatives or  supplemente. 
Some of the more noteable currently receiving conriderable attention a r e  listed 
TABLE 3 
--
ADVANCED MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES 
1.  Semiconductor integrated circuit memorier 
a) Bipolar 
b) MOS ( Metal-Oxide -Semiconductor) 
c) Charge coupled (or charge tranr fer) devices 
2. Magnetic domain memories 
a) Magnetic bubble 
b) Domain tip (DOT) 
3. Holographic ryrtemr 
4. Magnetooptic beam addres sable storage 
5. Surface wave acoustic delay line# 
h.  Switchable rerirtancer 
7. Strain-biased electronic ceramicr; 
in Table 3 The trends of the advanced technologies are  toward 
media with increased storage density and readlwrite capabilities and toward 
memory systems with increased speed of the electronic scanning type. 
The pacesetters for meeting future memory requirements are  those 
of the circulating information and beam addressable types. Those with the 
most potential utilize electronic single crystals characterized by a wide range 
of solid state phenomena which include: 
1. Semiconductors 
2. Ferroelectrics 
3. Ferromagnetics 
4. Piezoelactrics 
5. Electrooptics 
6. Magnetooptics 
The advanced technologies based on single crystals can be broadly classified 
into integrated circuit memories based on silicon single crystals and the memory 
systems based on ceramic oxide single crystals. 
The current technologies include cores, magnetic discs and plated wire. 
Cores are  tiny ring-shaped r~agnetic ceramics (polycrystals called ferrites) 
which are  strung on a mesh of fine wires. Their advantage i s  low cost, but 
this mounts rapidly with increased cspacity . Magnetic disc memory systems 
depend on the mechanical movement of a storage medium below a ltheadl' that 
caa read out data that were previovely entered, or write i n  fvesh data. While 
mec-deal motion has brougbt simplicity and low coot into storage technology 
in the past, it i s  now becoming one of the major problems because of slower 
access times and reliability as compared to all - electronic systems. Plated 
wire i s  an electronically addressable memory technology. Because of the 
small volume usage in comparison to cores and discs, it will not be considered 
relative to advanced technologies. 
Non-single crystal advanced technologies are being investigated in which 
storage media consist of glass (amorphous) or polycrystalline materials. These 
include switchable resistance, strain-biased PLZT, and domain t ip  (DOT) 
memories. DOT, a moveable domain memory using polycrystalline films as 
storage media, is in current use, but will not compete in cost performance 
with the magnetic bubble movable domain concept. Switchable resistance 
devices are  those capable mf exhibiting a variable resistance with a threshold in 
voltage or current. These have been known for many years and have fallen by 
the wayside from the lack of understanding of the switching mechanisms and a 
demonstration of device capability. Strain biased PLZT are transparent, 
ferroelectric polycrystalline ceramics of hot pressed lead lanthanum zirconate 
titanate and have the potential for high density storage and a variety of readout 
applications. However, their use in memories from a costlperformance 
standpoint remains to be seen. 
Integrated transistor memories are  fabricated on or within single crystal 
semiconducting silicon. While arnature technology, they are  a major 
contender for future memories becauae of cost reduction and advances in 
fabrication technology. Space processing will not make viable contributions 
to the manufacturing, cost reduction, or perfection of the silicon crystal used 
in integrated circuit fabrication. 
- * 
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By definition an integrated circuit i s  an interconnected array of 
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7 active (transistor) and passive elements (conductors, resistors and capacitors) 
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.. ;--.,. : ..I inseparably associated on or within a single crystal silicon substrate. The 
two types referred to here a r e  bipolar and MOSFETS (metal-oxide-semi- 
conductor field effect transistors). A new type of semiconductor i s  the 
" .': 
. . charge-coupled device, a surface charge transistor technology. Basically 
i 
i !  it is the electrical equivalent of the magnetic bubble memory discussed in B .1. 
B . Single Crystal Advanced Technologies 
1. Magnetic Bubble Memories 
Magnetic bubbles a r e  a new technology wherein a magnetic 
material is divided into regions called domains that a re  magnetized in different 
directions. Data bits of information a re  stored in cylindrical domains or 
bubbles which can be moved from point to point at high velocity in thin single 
crystal films of magnetic material. 
Oxide single crystals with unique magnetic properties a r e  the 
key element of a magnetic bubble device. Recent work indicates that single 
crystal rare-earth iron garnets come closest to having the preferred set of 
MAGNETIZATION (GAUSS) 
Figure 1 .  Properties of Magnetic Bubble Crystals. Uniaxial Anisotropy 
vs. Magnetization and Bubble Diameter ( 10) 
properties (Figure ! ). Crystal bodes for substrates of rare  earth 
. - :  ' i  ;-: ." fi l:j 
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. _. . L 
gallium garnets a re  grown from the melt. The substrates a re  cut, wafered 
and polished from the boules. Rare earth and yttrium iron garnet single 
: ..,..i 
.' ' 
. :': :... -4 . crystals a re  deposited on the substrates by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) from 
. . 
,. . 
fluxed melts. 
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The potettial importance of space processing for the growth of 
more perfect platelets and films with high yields in quantities required for 
further development and production cannot be overstressed. Microgravity 
growth techniques hold the potential for controlling the perfection and uniaxial 
. . 
. . 
t li anisotropy which is the key to bubble size and bubble movement, and therefore 
; l i  
t information storage and transier efficiency. The regions of uniaxial anisotropy 
a r e  growth bands which result from temperature fluctuations during the growth 
process. The fluctuations a r e  caused by thermal convection currents which 
a r e  driven by the force of gravity. Thus i f  growth striations a r e  responsible 
for bubble size, space processing is of interest to  develop crystal growth 
techniques which will  allow this effect to be controlled. Space processing also 
provides for the control of the formation of material facets by the advancement 
of a flat solid- liquid irrterface and for the growth of substrate platelets with 
natural faces thus eliminating the wafering and polishing operations and the 
accompanying mechanical cracking. 
The most commonly identified hardware problem is  that of the 
gap that exists between electronically and electromechanically addressable 
storage. With all the levels in a memory hierarchy, there i s  still a difference 
in access time of three to four orders of magnitude (low6 to loo2 seconds) 
between the electronic bulk mem0.y and the electromechanical peripheral 
storage uet. Bubbles are  an excellent candidate as an intermediate memory 
to f i l l  the gap i f  the costs can be reduced. This i s  very likely. 
During the next decade integrated circuit and magnetic domain 
technologies will  complement one another in hierarchial computer structures. 
By 19 75 semiconductor bipolar and MOS integrated circuits wil l  be used in 
computer mainframes; These will  be capable of submacrosecond speeds in the 
fast memory section. In the rest of the computer section where bulk storage 
i s  important memory blocks of magnetic bubbles wi l l  be used. 
They will provide high density storage with microsecond access times at speeds 
competitive with current core, disc and drum memories. 
The relative merits and costs of bubbles, cores, integrated circuits 
and charge coupled devices are compared in Table 4 . CCD's and bubbles 
will  cost less than integrated circuits; bubbles will probably have a lower cost 
than CCDts, but will be slower . Bubbles cannot f i l l  the 10-20 MHZ regime 
and be competitive. All three of the advanced technologies exhibit the 
adaptability which may overcome the eise and access limitations of cores. 
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2. Holographic Memories 
Holograms a r e  photographic records made through a form of len- 
iess  photography. They a r e  best kr?wn for their ability to produce 3D images: 
however, equally important is their potential to store an enormous amount of 
information. Theoretically the information packing density i s  limited only by 
h e  wavelength of light; a theoretical l imit  of 1012 bits per cvbic centimeter of 
medium can be created. 1x1 a stationary media holographic schemes can c i r -  
cumvent the mechanical motion of the rotating disc and provide large 
storage capacity a t  reduced cost. By the late 1970' s, the trend will be to 
replace memories using magnetic surface recording rather than the internal 
memory such as core o r  semiconductors. 
In holographic memory systems, electronic single crystals a r e  
serious contenders for dynamic storage and readlwrite memory applications. 
In addition to the optical storage media, they a r e  also essential to the other 
system components such a s  lasers ,  digit deflectors and page composers. These 
a r e  schematically shown in Figure 2, Of these components, crystals  for  the 
optical storage media and page composers will benefit most f rom space pro- 
cessing. 
Storage media and page composers suitable for hologram recording 
a r e  the most important components in need of further development. Both use 
ceramic oxide single crystals. Many different types of holographic storage media 
have been investigated in the past ranging from dichromated gelatin to magnetic 
optic manganese biamuth films. However, electrooptic crystals represent 
Figure 2.  Holographic Optical Memory (Schematic ) (1 2) 
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I * . . '  . ,'I the important feature of reversibility. 
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The moat promising c r y  stale a r e  lithium nicbate (LiNb03), undoped 
' ,,, :. . . 
, . 
. - .  
3 . .  
- .  ! 
' . 
o r  doped with iron, and barium sodium niobate (Ba2NaNb50 ), doped with iron 
o r  molydenum, Lithium tantalate, barium titanate, and bismuth titanate a r e  a lso 
capable of recording volume holograms. 
The use of lithium niobate for holograms storage media w ~ u l d  be 
enhanced by the growth of large,  high purity crysta ls  under microgravity 
conditions. Although c rys ta l s  a s  large as one inch in diameter and s ix  inches in 
length ckn be grown directly f rom the melt,  dynamic growth a t  elevated temperatures  
introduces compositional nonuniformity. This causes  variations in the index of 
refraction and other properties which a r e  essential  to  electrooptic applications; 
distortion of the holographic patterns a r i s e  f rom long range refractive index 
variations. 
In addition, perfect  surfaces  a r e  required. Polishing of t e r r e s t r i a l  
grown crysta ls  introduces scattering centers  causing short-range refractive 
index variations. Microgravity growth offers the fascinating possibility of growing 
mater ia l  faces along a preferred crysta l  plane. 
An important component of a holographic, optical memory is a page 
composer. This is a n  optical pattern generator for converting e lectr ical  signals 
into an optical pattern (representing a page of information) of the type required to 
write into the memory. Growth under microgravity in space umuld greatly benefit 
c r e t a l s  such as gadolinium molybdate and bismuth titanate which a r e  showing 
promise for page composers. Gadolinum molybate, Gd2(Mo02)3, a ferroelectric- 
ferroelastic crystal, must be defect free so that it can be switched an indefinitely 
large number of t imes without fatigue. Zero-gravity growth offers the prcdpects 
for providing the conditions for the advancement of a smooth p:anar solid- 
liquid interface during growth and the elimination of the turbulent convection 
which gives rise to temperature fluctuations. These cause subsequent strain 
and defects which influence the threshold field. 
Bismuth titanate is a ferroele ctric crystal  whose optical behavior 
has provided nearly maximum transmission in the intensity of transmitted light 
and is the most attractive material  for a high-speed page composer. However, 
laminar crystals of BiqTi3012 grown by the te r res t r ia l  flux methods a r e  a t  
most about 1 mm thick and possess a face a rea  which is too small  for practical 
display purposes. Efforts to grow them by other techniques have proven unsuc- 
cessful. The growthof large,  flat platelets with a crystal  a r e a  suitable for 
display is a unique application for space processing. 
3. Surfacz Wave Acourtic Devices 
Surface waves represent one of the most recent technological 
candidates for bulk memory. where moderately fast access  and very high data 
a r e  desirable. 'Waether or  not it becomes a potential candidate for mass  storage 
remains to be demonrtrated. Surface waves a r e  generated and propagated along 
the rurface of a pietoelectric crystal. Both the internal and surface condition 
of the crystal  a r e  important. Lithium niobate; and birmuth germanate (Bi12Ge020) 
a r e  good candidate ringle cryr tal  materials for  analog operations. 
The major technical problem where space processing has 
potential i s  in obtaining high quality crystals with low acoustic attentuation for 
high frequency operation such a s  spinel (MqA1203) or  yttrium aluminum garnet 
, . .  
and crystals with high velocity of propagation such ns sapphire, rutile and 
aluminum nitride. 
4. Magnetooptic Beam Addressable Memories 
Beam addressable memories a re  cons'dered a s  another technology 
which could f i l l  the access  gap in the memory hierarchy between electronically 
addressable and electromechanical storage systems. Magnetooptic beam 
addressed memories consist of a magnetooptic sensitive atorage medium 
illuminated by a lase r. 
The major technical problem i s  centered in the magnetooptic 
i I I I  mate rial. Single crystal  ferromagnetic films of gadolinium iron garnet or  
yttrium iron garnet have been built into a memory configuration far  high density 
reading. While space proce esing will probably improve the quality and per - 
formance of the crystals by decreasing the defect concentration, the economic 
viability cannot be determined until the problenls of slow mechanical mechanisms 
to address large a r rays  and density rertrictions due to laser  beam wavelength 
a r e  r e  solved. 
III OPTOELECTRONICS 
A. P e r  rpective 
After computer memorier,  optoelectronicr will have the greatest  
demand for electronic ringle cryr talr .  Optoclect~onicr ir the implementation 
of electronic functions by optical meanr and is  that branch of electronics which 
incorporates optical technology in all types of equipment. Crystals for storage I 
media and page composers in holographic memories have been diecuseed. 
Crystals for optical sources, modulation and harmonic oecillation used in large 
I 
ecale communication systems a re  discuesed in Section IV. Crystals for infrared I 
pyroelectric detection are  discussed in Section V. 1 
In this section our attention is directed toward three other areas of 
- 
optoelectronics: 
1) Light -emitting diodes (LEDt s)  and LED displays 
2) Lasers 
3) Ferroelectric Graphic Display 
communication systems and optical memories, their roles a s  components related 
to crystals and space processing are  dircursed here. Optoelectronic detectors 
baaed on rilicon crystale, are also dircurred briefly in the Appendix. 
8 . A dvauced T e chnologie 8 
1. Light Emitting Dioder 
The light emittins diode i r  an optoelectronic device of 
increaring importance with a variety of applicationr which art: bared upon the 
display of information from inst ruments to people. They can efficiently convert 
electrical energy into electromagnetic radiation moat of which i r  virible to the 
human eye. 
LED1r are  fabricated from material conrirting of ringle 
cryrfal films which have been deporited on single crystal aubrtratea. A t  prerent 
gailium arsenide phosphide diodes, which emit red light, have gzins ; v ' Je -  
spread attention eince manufacturing costs per crystal have been s-lbstan?ially 
reduced. 
However, new crystals such a s  gallium phosphide (Gap) for green 
emission, indium gallium phosphidc (InGaP ) for yellow, and gallium nit ride (GaN) 
for blue a r e  being developed. In fact, G a P  is the only source of three-color 
displays: red and amber a s  well as green, Poor quality substrate crystals and 
the introduction of imperfections during deposition of the film crystals a re  
limiting the fabrication and pe rformance of diode s. 
It appears that the space processing would benefit from the growth 
of these crystals. For example, the liquid-encapsulation pulling of Gap substrates 
under microgravity conditions would potentially decrease their high defect density 
and increase efficiency. Further,  large a rea  Gap crystals could probably be 
grown in sp;=e for large monolithic displays which might reduce cost and make 
them economically viabie with individual segment displays. 
Space growth could decide the future for other new cryst? 3 .  
Aluminum gallium phosphide has the highest brightness of a l l  known LE3 
crystals. The electroluminercene 1. ~ t e n t i a l  of InGaP i r  very high. but problems 
in crystal  growth have prevented i t r  full rcale exploitationr. Zero-gravity 
processing may help in reducing the defect concentration of AlGaP and in growing 
reasonably a b e d  InGaP. 
2. Lasers 
The laser is probably tne single most important optoelectronic 
device. If is central to almost every new industrial, communication, and 
scientific system application which relies on optical techniques. Laser devices 
are  finding applications in materials processing, instrumenbition and measurement, . 
optical, communication, medicine, holog-aphy, data processing and storage, 
1 
displays and safety. The use of lasers in computer memory systems and optical 
corxmunications is discussed in Sections II and IV. 1 
Solid state lasers use oxide single crystals such a s  yttria zluminum 
garnet (YAG) or  yttria alurninate doped with trivalent neodyminum to produce i 
the specific wavelength. The crystalline lasers are  producing new material 
problems. They are  well suited for continuous power applications. However, 
the crystals are  limited to size and homogeneity and high average ~ u l s e d  power 
cannot be produced. The demand for crystals appears to be large enough for 
space processing to be considered from both manufacturing and the cost view 
points. Other applications for lasers and the beneficial aspects of laser crystal 
growth are discussed in the Appendix. 
3. Ferroelectric Graphic Displays 
While there are  some areas in displays where ferroelectric 
crystals seem to hold promise, their application does net appear to be imminent 
because of economic and technological factors. In addition, while space growth 
of these crystals does not appear to offer any economic advantage now, it  may 
by 1980 i f  size becomes an important consideration. 
IV. OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
Optical communication systems a re  still in the research stages 
and will be introduced in the 1980's. Since the first  demonstration of a laser  
in 19e0, much work has been directed toward the potentially very high number 
of channels of transmission made possible by the coherence of laser  radiation. 
Recent technological advances in low-loss glass fibers for optical guiding 
structures are  making optical-fiber transmission in communication systems a 
reality. 
In order to regenerate and process the optical signals which have 
experienced transmission loss and distortion, solid state optical sources, 
modulators and harmonic generators a re  required. Solid state optical sources 
use electronic crystals in light-emitting diodes, gallium arsenide injection 
lasers  and neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) 1 a s e r  s pumped 
by LED'S. Modulation and harmonic generators consist of nonlinear optical 
crystals, the most commoq being electrooptic. Modulators a re  required to 
impress the communications information on the optical car r ier  from YAG lasers  
o r  self-pulsating injection lasers.  Harmonic generators are  devices which can 
double the frequency of laser  light and provide coherent light a t  many more 
frequencies. 
The growth of electrooptic crystals is an area  of high potential for 
. . 
space processing. Compositional nonuniformity along the length of the lithium 
niobate crystal can limit nonlinear optical activity. The optical qua!.ity of 
barium sodium niobate and potaesium lithium niobate is degraded by a high 
density of artifacts. Lead germanate (5Pb0.3Ge02) i s  a new ferroelectric crystal 1 
having switchable optical rotary power which is strongly dependent on crystal 
inhomogeneitie s. 
Aqueous solution grown crystals such a s  potassium dihydrogen phosphate I 
(KDP) a re  used in spite of their low electrooptic figures of merit  because of the I 
I 
ease of growing large crystals. Lithium iodate (LiIO3) has a figure of merit  
I I which is four times that of KDP; however, with increasing size, haze and growth 
striations caused by gravity-related thermal convection occur. Space growth I 
should show significant improvements in both perfection and yield. 
i 
t 
V. PYROELECTRIC SENSORS 
The application of the pyroelectric effect to the detection of thermal 
radiation was first suggested some thirty years ago. Because of the 
development of new pyroelectric single crystals such as triglycine sulfate 
and barium strontium niobate, it is competing with established methods of 
thermal detection in thermal imaging and advanced sensor systems. 
Pyroelectric crystals are  high value crystals whose quality, size, thickness 
and surface condition should be markedly improved by the microgravity peculiar 
to space grawth. Very thin lamellar sheets of highly perfect crystals are 
required. Growth in space should yield crystals which are  tens of microns thick 
with the correct orientation and eliminate the strains and defects caused by 
cutting, lapping and polishing. 
VI. ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVE DEVICES 
- - 
Acoustic surface wave devices a re  a new field of advanced technology. It 
makes use of the many theoretical techniques already developed for the 
microwave field and the experimental techniques developed for semiconductor 
integrated circuits. Practical devices are  beginning to be used in radar and 
commwications systems and studies of new concepts are  being carried out. 
Surface acoustic devices depend on vibrations on the surface of a crystal. 
Single crystals of bismuth germanate, lithium niobate, lithium tantalate, 
quartz and potassium sodium ni~bate  are being used in the exploratory studies 
of new devices. It should be stressed that cryutal surface perfection i s  as 
important as perfection within the crystal itself. The growth of surface acoustic 
49 
crystals with flat, perfect surfaces in  a micro-gravity environment i s  
believed to be one of the unique areas in space processing. For high frequency 
opera t io~s ize  becomes important concurrent with surface roughness. Since 
surface waves can travel around curvatures, the space growth of crystals 
may be a means for obtaining not only high quality piezoelectric crystals with 
natural flat perfect surfaces, but also smaller crystals of high perfection 
with rounded edges for dispersive delay lines with long delays. In addicon, at 
Gigahertz frequencies the linewidths of surface electrodes deposited in the 
crystals a re  in  the range of the surface roughness dimensions of earth grown 
crystals. High frequency operation would benefit from the potentially smooth 
surface of space growth. 
VIL ULTRASONICS 
Piezoelectric crystals a r e  the fundamental materials for electronic delay 
lines and filters in  the communications industry. In an ultrasonic device 
ac,,ustic waves confined within a crystal a re  used to produce an electronic 
result. While monolithic quartz crystals do some jobs extremely well, the 
frequency and bandwidth requirement of other applications exceed the capabilities 
of quartz. Lithium tantalate i s  an oxide single crystal with all the desirable 
features of quartz, but stronger piezoelectric coupling and wider bandwidth. 
Filters are fabricated from flat plates. This is an area which should 
benefit from space processing since surface tension forces may be utilized 
for preparing thin, flat uniform sheets or the continuous drawing of ribLon. 
: i VIII. SUMMARY 
The results of the technical assessment a r e  summarized in Table V. 
The largest demand for  crystals appears to be in  magnetic bubble memories. 
" I 
., , 
. . 
. . 
As a result of this conclusion the major emphasis of the econometric modeling 
, ... , 
->. 
.. . 1 
i .:,.I 
. .. 
was directed at r a r e  earth i ron garnet crystal  production. 
.. . t
Electrooptic crystals a r e  used i n  a wide variety of applications 
including holographic memories, optical communication systems, pyroelectric 
detectors, and surface wave acoustics. They a r e  the second a rea  of single 
crystal  demand. However, as will be discussed in the la ter  sections, the 
fragmented structure of the crystal  growth industry resulted in  the lack oi  
1 production and cost data. 
The third a rea  of demand will be for optoelectronic crystals such a s  
gallium phosphide. As a result, emphasis was also directed toward this 
family of materials. 
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DEMAND FOR ELECTRONIC SINGLE CRYSTALS 
INTRODUCTION I* - 
Whether efforts and resources should be expended to grow electronic single 
crystals in space depends on three factors: 
1) potential demand or  volume for the crystals 
2 )  potential cost saving from space processing 
3) potential quality improvement or  expansion of 
technical frontier fmm space processing. 
Since demand for the product is the prerequisite of any economically 
feasible project, we will first study the potential demand for the electronic 
single crystals. Howewer, due to substantial transportation cost incurred in 
epace processing, only those with high value, e.g. currently in  excess of 
$10,000 per pound, have potential cost saving from space processing. The 
following c rystals have been identified as  the candidates for space processing: 
rare earth gallium iron garnet, rare  earth iron garnet, 
lithium niobate, lithium tantalate, gallium phosphide, 
bismuth germanate, lead germanate, yttrium iron 
garnet, triglycine rulfate and lithium iodate. 
Those cryetals a re  almost exclwively purchased by electronic manufacturers 
as component8 of various electronic product8 , many of which a r e  still in the 
R&D stage. The demand for them i s  thus derived indirectly from the demand 
for their end products. The potential end products for those crystals a re  
computer memories, dphanumeric display devices and communication devices. 
As new technologies develop, it is expected that electronic single crystals will 
become the major critical material for the above electronic products. Of the 
three products, expert opinion indicates that computer memories will become 
by far the most important end-product of the high valued crystals. Thus our 
analyeis wil l  be focused on the demand for crystals derived from computeil 
memo-risa. The analytical framework i s  depicted in  the following flow diagram. 
demand for computer 
hardware 
I demand for computer memories 
market share of 
various memory 
technologies 
I demand for single ( I crystals I 
II. DEMAND FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE 
Conridering computers a r  one kind of capital equipment, the theory of 
investment leads ue to  relate demand for cornputerr to  much variables ae sales, 
growth in  sales, profit and interert rate. Unfortunately, lack of data on 
computere purchared by indurtry or by firmr preventr ur from building a 
1 micro-model encornpas sing these variables. As an alternative, macro- 
3 
- II variables, such as Gross National Product (GNP), Net National Product (NNP)and 
growth in Gross Natiorld Product ( GNP) profit and sales of private sector 
fj are  related to the aggregate computer equipment shipment compiled by i r McGraw-Hill and published annually in the January issue of E;?tctronics. As 
shown in Figure 3 (with relevant data tabulated in Table 6 ) .  computer hardware 
-1 e shipment i s  closely correlated to GNP and NNP but not to growth in GNP. Also, 
hardware shipment i s  somewhat correlated to business sales but not business profit. 
These relationships a re  illustrated in Figure 4 with data points listed in Table 7. 
We may thus assert  that acceleration principle and cash flow theory do not 
' i fl apply to computer hardware as  much as  other capital equipment. 
f! 1J 
f Since NNP follows GNP and business sales a r e  not as well correlated to i 
j hardware shipment as GNP or  NNP, GNP i s  chosen a s  the independent variable 
in the regression analysis. In order to account for any poeaible time trend, 
! I ' 
* -, 
another independent variable, time i s  also included in the regression study. 
Of the various functional forms tried, linear form fits best and hence only the 
(1 results of Enear equations a r e  reported in  Table 8, together with the standard 
errors  of coefficients in parentheses. Since multiple correlation coefficient, 
It2, of Equation3 (Table R), i s  significantly lower than Eqwations 1 and 2, 
n i t  w i l l  not be considered any further. Equation 2 is a slightly better f i t  than 
Equation 1 in  spite of the fact that the latter ha8 two independent variables. 
1 However, since the difference in fit; is insignificant, both equations will be 

. -,.-tr**- &L, -a 
TABLE 6 
- - - - - - -
RELEVANT DATA FOR FIGURE 3 
COMPLT ERS AND GROSS .'.I ET 
RELATED EQUIPMENT NATIONAL NATIONAL 
YEAR SALES l PRODUCT PRODUCT 
(Millions of Dollars)    billion^ of Dol lars)     ill ions of Dol lars)  
Electronice, McGraw-Hill Publication, January Edition 196001972, 
'statiotic.1 Abatract of the United Stat20 
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TABLE 7 
RELEVANT DATA FOR FIGURE 4 
Computers and Value of Value of 
YEAR Related Equipment Sales Business Sales Corporate Profits 3 2 
(Millions of Dollars) (Millions of $Is) (Millions of Dollars) 
52,141 
.I 49,712 
50,349 
55,408 
59,401 
66,789 
77,787 
84,224 
79,815 
87,636 
84,191 
75,362 
NOT AVAILABLE 
1. The Handbook of Basic Econom:'.= Statistics, Economics Statistics Bureau 
of Washington, D. C., Volume XXVI, Number 1, January 1972. Total 
business sales includes: manufacturing (durable and nondurable goods) ; 
retail trade (durable and nondurable goods); and merchant wholesales 
(durable and nondurable goods). 
2. - Wid. Corporate profits for all industries before Federal and State 
Income and Excess Profits Taxes. 
3. Electronics, McGr: w -Hill Publications, January Editions 1960 - 19 72. 
TABLE 8 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS R~ 
Notation Y = computer hardware shipment 
x1 = time 
- GNP x2 - 
Applying the prediction of GNP by the Department of Commerce to 
Regression Equations 1 and 2, the following estimates of computer hardware 
shipments are c,Ltained: 
GNP (billions) $1400 $2000 
Computer Hardware 
Shipment: (billions) 
by Regreaston 
Equation 1 $10.3 
by Regression 
Equation 2 $ 9.7 
1II.MEMORY MARKET PROJECTION 
A:',. As can be seen from Table 9 ,  the value of main frame memory system 
. .. 
ranges from 7 to 15 percent of total computer equipment sales. 
. . 
. * 
. . . .  
TABLE 9 
MAIN FRAME MEMORY VALUES 
Main frame memory 
systemsales(mi1lions) $ 3 5  $ 2 8 0  $680  $887.3 
Computer and related 
equipment sales 
(millions) 
Main frame memory 
system sales a s  
percentage of total 
hardware shipment 770 14% 1570 1570 
The percentage i s  expected to increase to 25-30 percent by 1972 for the 
following reas on: 
"The cost effects of demands for mare capacity and more speed 
had been largely offset, in the calculating sections of the 
computer, by improved design and lower prices in electronic 
components. This is not so in memoriee. Cost reduction in 
core memory system had not kept pace, and increasing premiums 
had lo be paid for advance in  memory size and cycle time. , I  (13) 
This assertion is subject to qualification when emerging memory 
technologies a re  expected to cut the memory price to less than 0.01 $/bit 
by 1980 as discussed in  the next section. However, there is another 
powerful reason for memory value to account for larger percentage of 
total hardware sales: 
"The emphasis in  the memory industry during the 2eiiod 
1965-1970 has been primarily in the area  of increasing 
production capacity to satisfy the rapidly growing demand. Memories 
a re  not used in, a mumber of different applications that were either 
not considered in earlier years to be the province of memories, or  
were not considered at all." "The annual growth rate in each 
application has been running from 20 to 30 percent in  terms of 
value. - - -' and every piece of equipment tends to use an increasing 
amount of memory. 1(14) 
Table 10 indicates the changing nature of memory markets. 
[ : .  
I t .  
TABLE 10 
MEMORY MARKETS (14) 
1945 Experimental digital computers 
19 50 Developmental digital computers 
1955 Production computers 
1960 Buffer stores 
1965 Process controllers 
Telephone switching equipment 
1970 Desk calculators 
Radar scan converters 
Preprocessing equipment for large computers 
ECM data processing 
Data communication 
Peripheral equipment 
DRT display system 
If peripheral memory is included, the value of memory system accounts 
for as  much as  40 percent of total computer hardware sales and it i s  predicted 
to reach 46 percent by 1975 with peripheral memories increasingly becoming 
' . I f i: 
more important than mainframe memories. U this prediction materializes, 
the memory oystem sales in  1975 will reach $4,737 million by Regression 
Equation 1 and $4,468 million by Regression Equation 2. F9r 1980, assuming 
the percentage stays a t  46 ~ e r c e n t ,  the memory sales will be $8,124 million 
and $7,302 million by regression equations 1 and 2 respectively. 
IV. PROJECTION OF ALTERNATIVE MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES -
- Memory technologies compete with one another on the basis of data handling 
capacity per dollar cost. The key factors considered in  selecting a particular 
main frame memory technology axe capacity, speed and price. These three 
factors a r e  by no meanri independant of one anatfier. Price is normally a 
-65- 
.. -, ,- , - .  A. 
I - .  
--- - . . 
' - '  ' . ,-. . . . . -  -. , - 
, -- - 
decreasing function of the memory ~ i z e  and cycle time. Therefore, 
price alone could be used to explain the success of k particular memory 
technology. Assuming the functional relationships anlong these factors a r e  
hyperbolic, we then have, 
where P = price per bit 
S = main frame memory size in bits 
C = cycle time in seconds 
a & b = parameters 
Since demand for a particular memory technology should be inversely 
related to price and positively related to  size and speed (inverse of cycle 
time), we postulate the following functional relationship: 
where Di = demand for a particular memory technology 
i ( subscript i stands for a particular memory 
technology) 
e, f ,  g = parameters 
Substituting (4) and (5) into ( 6 ) ,  we have 
where A = d + ae 1 B = -. and C = g b f 
Thus, price alone could be used to explain demand for a particular 
memory technology. Since we a re  working on the time-series data, in order 
to account for the ever changing memory tachnologiee and computer market, 
i s  necessary that the variables in  Equation 7 be in relative terms. 
Thus, Equation 7 can be re-written as: 
where Dit = market share of technology i at time t 
Pit = relative price of technology i at time t 
(the price of the cheapest technology equals to 1). 
Equation 8 i s  fitted to  the data derived from computer census published in 
(1 4) Computers & Automation and from Richzrd'a paper on core memory . 
Since the coefficient of the Pit term is rather insignificant and smaller 
than its standard error, a modified version of equation 9 i s  tried without the 
Pit term. Historical data points utilized a re  plotted in Figure 5 and listed 
in Table 11. The followinq regression equation ie obtained: 
- Dit - -.15106 + 1.043 1 
pit 
, Pit L 1 
(. 07222) ( ,106243) 
R~ = .927291 
The Regression Equation 10 Is also plotted in  Figure 5. 
LEGEND 
X DATA POINT 
1. O r  0 REGRESSION ESTIMATE 
REGRESSION EQUATION 
Y = -0.15106 + 1.043 X 
WHERE 
Y = MAIiKET SHARE 
X = INVERSE OF RELATIVE 
PRICE 
PLOT OF 
REGRESSION EQUATION 
0.2 - 
0.1 - 
I r 1 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 
RELATIVE PRICE 
Figure 5. Relative Price Versus Markst Share 
69 
Statistical f i t  of this equation is about a s  good as Equation 9, and hence 
it will be used in estimating the future market shares of memory technologies. 
The final selection of Equation 10 over Equation 9 for predictive purposes 
does not mean that speed is not an important determinant of m a ~ k e t  share in 
the normal relationship of competing memory technologies. Rather it 
underecores the underlying assumption that price ie a direct function of speed 
(or  inverse function of cycle time) so that the positive effect of higher s2eed 
is largely offset by the negative effect of the associated increase in  price. 
Consequently, price alone can be taken as  the dominant factor in the explanation 
of market share. 
A closer examination of the above regresaion, however, reveals two 
obvious drawbacks, viz., (1) the estimated market shares of all technologies 
at  any given time may not add up to  one, and (2) the estimated market share 
of a particular technology may be negative. The difficulty arises partly 
because the Regression Equation 10 depicts a normal relation while in 
reality a new technology, in spite of its competitive price, often encounters 
some resistance in the market. To overcome these difficulties, the 
emtimated market mhare Dit will be adju~ted by the following two conditions: 
Dit = 0 for Pitb6.9 
~ i ;  = % for 2 n i t z 1  ( ' 0 -2 )  
L D i t  i 
Market Share 
TABLE 11  
RELEVANT DATA FOR FIGURE 5 
Inverse of 
Relative Price Relative Price 
( X-Variable) 
Note : The above data was derived from information obtained 
from the following sources: 
( 1) Census of Computers, Computers and Automation -
(2) B. W. Rickard, Core Memories: The Perennial Leadertt 
IEEE Tranrractionr on bL ynetics, Vol, Mag-6, No. 4, 
December 1970. 
.. - I 
I . .  ( 
. , c  
In tMs manner, future market rharer of competing memory technologies 1 
(D&) may be readily ertimated with aarurmnce of internal conristency. 
Marnory technologies in the 1970's are arrerted to be core, plated wire, 
I 
bipolar, MOS and bubble. Table 12 rummarizer the variour future cost- 1 
forecaetr . 
Although core memories have been in use for almost two decades and 
currently dominate the market, the general opinion is that they are 1 - 
approaching their operational limit8 and further rigdficant improvement in  7 
the overall coat performance is unlikely. (Ar rhown in Table 12 , the 
optimistic estimate of the core cost is 0 .  Ii$ per bit.') Many experts predict 1 
that core will be replaced by MOS ar  a dominant factor in the market by 1975. 
4 
Plated wire bar been available for more than 10 yearr. However, d ~ e  
to its small memory rize, only limited adoption i r  foroueen in the early 1 
On the other hand, remi conductor memorier, particularly MOS, are 
expected to become a rigai3~:aat element in the mamory market by 1975, I 
due to their potential cort reduction and technical performance. However, 
' 1  
silicon technology, though highly adaptive, requir er complex proces e ee to 
vary the homogeneous rrlJ.con rtructure ro that i t  can perform different 1 
.--. 
functionr. Hence, itr coat reduction potential i r  not ar great ar magnetic II 
bubbler which ure i d e d c a l  particler to  do logic, memory a d  switching 
without change of materirl rtructure. The preparation of magnet bubble 
memories from rare earth garnets is  selatively veyy simple and may cost only a few 
( 11) 
millicent per bit . Auerbach ptedicted that bubble memories would be seen 
(15) 
on the market in the second half of the 1970's , 
Table 12 
Predicted Cort Of Materials 
Cost of M e m ~ r v  (e/bitl 
Type of Memory 
Core 
Bipolar 
Static MOS 
Dynamic MOS 
Bubble 
1975 
-- 
1980 
-
Future 
-- 
(11) 
n/a n/a less than. 0lC 
Applying Equation 10, the market shares of new n.omorier . 
in 1975 and 1980 are  estimated as follows: 
Market Share Market Share 
pricelbit Pit Pi;) price /bit Pi (Di:) 
* 
Core 1. O$ 1.1 .47 0,5$ 50 Q 
MOS 0.9$ 1.0 .53 0.1$ 10 :;. 
Bubble r n/a O . O l $  1 1 
* New memory m a r k e r  share will be wrrignificant. 
- 
* In the abreace csf rpecific forecart by expertr, the 1980 ertimate is u ~ e d  
here. Thir, of courre, tendr to yield an optimistic forecart of market share 
for core. 
Applying the above market share estimates to the estimated memory 
sales given in Section III, we obtain the following sales estimates of dominant 
memory types: 
Core (billion) 
MOS (billion) $2.4 - $2.5 * 
Bubbles (Billion) 0 $7.3 - $8.1 
* New memory market start w i l l  be insignificant . 
From the past experience, however, the above prediction that MOS will be 
completely displaced in 1980 must be viewed with some caution; the regression 
equation results are meaningful when t1.e results are  considered in order of 
magnitude. MOS memory may very well sur-rive in some small L hare by 19 80, 
particularly i f  it is  suc~essfully introduced in -,,he first half of the 19 70' s and 
keeping in mind that bubbles and semiconductors w i l l  be complementary in the 
computer hierarchy. Economic success of a particular memory generates 
financiai means to bread further success by R & D or marketing. At the same time, 
a new technology, however attractive, could not avoid the initial market resistance 
and may not achieve the market share predicted on time. But i f  the past history 
is any guidance of future development, bubbles will capture a dominant market 
sharc by 1980. 
V. 9EMAND F3R SINGLE CRYSTALS IN COMPUTER MEMORIES 
We shall now estimate the value of single crystals used in MOS and bubble 
memories. 
Unlike their ead products, such as  MOS and bubbles, we postulate that 
demand for crystals depends not so much on their prices but mainly on the 
d9mand for their end products. It i s  understood that price elasticity of 
intermediate goods c~pends on: a) possibility of substitution by other 
competing inputs; b) percentage value of the intermediate good in the end 
product; ;nd c) price elasticity of demand for the end product. Since a 
particular kind of crystal is indispensable for a particular memory technol- 
ogy, substitution by other inputs is virtually nor -existent. The percentage 
value of crystals in MOS or bnbbles i s  difficult ':o estimate and there are no 
published data available whatsoever. Nevertheless, the analysis of mate- 
rials in camputer memories for 1967 by Brown and Burkhart . can be borrowed 
to obtain a rough estimate of crystal value in memories. The value of mate - - 
i rials, such as core and plated wire, derived from Brown and Burkhart 
amounts to 16 percent of memory value. If we can assert that demand for 
crystals depends on the demand for crystal using technologies, i. e. MOS or 
bubbles, then, 
where 
E = demanr! ior garnet crystals used in bubble m e m ~ r i e s  
g 
m i  
= demand for silicon crystals used in MOS men.~ric s
= demand for bubble memories 
T ~ o s  = demand for MOS memories 
Furthe nnore, assuming a linear functional relationship, we have 
where = percentage value of crystals in bubbles and MOS, 
i. e. roughly 16 percent. 
Substitute the value8 of MOS and bubbles in 1975 and 1980 into equations 
11 and 12, the demands for silicon and garnet used in canputer memories 
in 1975 and 1980 are $380 - 400 million and $1,168 - 1,296 million, respec- 
tively. At the predicted prics 9 approximatel-y 1000/pound for garnets, 
this volume of demand indicates ir need for 115,000 to 130,900 pounds of 
garnets by 1980. 
VI. THE MODEL O F  DEMAND 
We shall now summarize the model of demand developed in the last 
four sections. 
Notation: 
- 
Yt 
- 
- camputer hardware shipment i~ year t (in millions of dollars) 
X1 
- 
- time (1959 = 59) 
X - - Gross National Product (GNP) in year t(in billions of dollars) 2, t 
Mt 
- 
- memory sales in year t (in millions of dollars) 
m - 
t 
memory sales as  percentage of canputer hardware sbipaent 
in year t. (mlgtO = 40 percent, m 1975 = 46 prcent,  
m - 1980 4 -3ercent) 
D - - market share of memory technology i in year t i, t 
- %at - maxket share of memory technology i in year t(adjusted) 
Pi, t E relative price of memory technology i in year t (price of cheapest memory technology in year t = 1_! 
Ti, t - demand for memory technology i in year t (in millions of 
dollar a 
=it = demand for crystals wed in memory technology i in the year 
t (in millions of dollars) 
(11) Mt = m y  t t  
1 ( 1 Pit < 6.9 (IU) Dit = -. 15106 + 1.043 - for ( 
Pit .:.D = 1 ( i i t  
Dit = 0 for Pit 2 6.9 
for 
(IV) Tit = Dit"t for i D i t =  1 
o r  
- 
*it - Dit M t  for Dit I 
where XlS XZ, ts mt and nit a re  exogenous variables. Wheu 
these exogenous variables a r e  expressed in terms of time, demand for a 
particular crystal incorporated in  a particular memory technology can d s o  
be expressed as a function of time. 
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S W P L Y  OF ELECTRON1 C SI NGLE CRYSTALS 
I. CHARACTERISTICS Or THE CRYSTAL INDUSTRY 
As crystals become one of the indispensable materials in the space 
age, the crystal industry has doubled its size during the 1960's and 
probably wi l l  continue the trend in the 1970' s. The industry in 1971 
grossed over $1 billion of which 60-70 percent is accounted for by silicon 
and germanium single crystals used in semiconductors. The quarts crystals 
used in communication make up another 20 perceat and the rest  is accounted 
for by exotic crystals used in the fast growing technologies, such as optics, 
magnetics, uitrasonics and lasers. Although the volume of exotic crystals 
in which we are nroat interested is currently low, it is expected to grow at  
the fastest rate amon,; a l l  crystals in the 1970' s as new devices continue 
i o be devel oped based on them. 
The crystal industry is highly diffuse and hence industry statistics 
a re  hard to come by. There is no trade organization to monitor production 
or sales and much of the information on the iudustry can only be inferred 
from the data on tbe crystal user industries. 
Much of the crystals produced by the major electronic firms such 
as IBM, Texas Instrumer;:, Western Electric, Fairchild Camera, Motorola 
and C. E. is for captive consumption. These companies, in the highly 
competitive electronic industry, have been spending large sums on the 
re  search and development of new exotic crystals, in  the hope of securing 
a sizable market share in the new technology areas  in the future. 
There a re  also many f irms growing crystals for sale. However, 
a s  the trend of vertical integration in production continues, these f i rms 
will be increasingly subject to the dominance of the user firms. Currently 
many small crystal growers &re subordinated to large electronic f i rms 
which purchase their products s well a s  supplying them the technical know- 
how of crystal growing. 
While crystal growing requires technical skill, it is basically a batch 
process with modest eqcipment and overhead requirements, and is conse - 
quently relativel:~ easy to enter. This easy entry results in keen competition 
among the many producers. Most crystal growers a r e  also engaged in 
cutting, polishing and mounting of crystals. The yield of usable crystals 
; extremely low; sometimes the scrappage rate is a s  high a s  90 ;ercent 
on new types of crystals. There is thus a great temptation to cut prices 
in anticipation of production improvements in order  to generate volume and 
market share. This further intensifies the competition in the industry. 
From the above analysis, the crystal industry posse sees many 
characteristics of h competitive industry even though tbsre exists 
oligopolistic competition among a handful of firmr. User firms dominate 
the market and price tendr to move along with the cost in the long run. 
U. SUPPLY STRU GTURE OF ELECTRONIC GRADE QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
For the exotic crystals which we have identified as candidates for 
space processing, the production and supply data are  extremely difficult 
to collect for their gr.owth procesres are still highly experimental and 
their market has not yet f0rmc.d a steady pattern. However, their pro- 
duction and supply data are  indispensable for evaluating the potential of 
space processing. In the near absence of these data, it is necessary to 
choose a proxy crystal and to infer from the data on this proxy crystal the 
cost and production structure of the exotic crystals. Since quartz has been 
grown commercially since 1958 and the data available are relatively 
abundant, its production and supply history w i l l  be studied and used as the 
basis for analyzing production and supply rtructure of the exotic crystals. * 
Much of the data and information on this subject were furnished by 
Mr. Bruce Mitchell of P. R. Hoffman Co. (17) 
Although import prices of quartz fluctuate over time (Figure 6 ), 
the prices of manufactured quarts have shown only minor variation since 
*This choice was suggested by Dr. R raturn Roy, Director of the Materials 
Research Laboratory a t  Pennsylvania State University. 
YEAR 
Figure 6. Import Prices of Quartz Crystals (Electronic Grade) 
Source: Mineral Facts and Problems, 1965 and 1970 
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YEAR 
Figure 7. Coneumption of Quartz Cryetala (1000 Lb) 
Source: Mineral Facts and Problems, 1965 and 1970 
Sawyer Re search Products, h c .  , Eastlake, Ohio, began commercial pro- 
( lrb duction in 1958, Consumption of quartz, however, shows wide variation 
over time (Figure 7,. The relative independence of price from aemand 
can be partially atfributed to the competitive nature of the quartz industry. 
Currently, in addition to Sawyer Re search Products, the major producers 
a re  P. R. Hoffman, Thermo Kinetics, Quality Crystalg and Motorola. 
With 
over 
declining demand since 1967, the industry is currently experiencing 
capacity which exerts downward pressure on price s. 17 
Since the price stability in the past i a  associated with the commercial 
production starting in 1958, it can be asserted that a s  demand developed 
to a sufficient volune to warrant commercial scale production the selling 
prices tended to closely adher to the production cost which is relatively 
stable once the industry gained experience and technical know-how of volume 
production. 
Stable prices in the period of rapid expansion in demand also indicate 
the possibility of constant returns to scale. As a matter of fact, quartz 
crystals a re  grown by batch process in vessels with limited optimum size. 
The vessels used by P. R. Hoffman today have output capacity of 2.5 - 
3.00 pounds quartz crystals per vessel-day. As a result, to meet annual 
production of 16 - 29,000 pounda and allow room for expansion, P. R. Hoffman 
has a atock of 24 vessels. Unlike the steel or  automobile isdustry where 
heavy investment is required for efficient aperation, the optimum scale 
of production in the crystal indurtry is quickly reached a s  volume picks 
up. Thus, there is no need to consolidate various production units and 
the industry i s  inherently composed of small competitive firms. 
The input-output structure of quartz production is illustrated in 
Table 1 3 for the optimum growth period of 80 days per vessel. Only 
direct inputs are shown in the table. The difference between the total 
direct input cost and total output value is attributable to the overhead costs, 
such a s  selling expenses, administration, R&D, and profit. In relative 
terms, the overhead costs account for 38 percent and profit 20 percent of 
the total sales while direct input ccets account for42 percent. 
The percentage of various costs can be broken down as follows: 
Vessels and Control Units 
Depreciation 
Mainte nance 
Labor 
Mate rials 
Power 
Overhead 
Profit 
At P. R. Hoffman, there a r e  $400,000 a r r e t s  of which $100,000 
a re  current aasete, $30, 000 building and $270,000 equipment, Total annual 
profit is $60,000 and depreciation allowance $30,000, arsuming 10 year life 
TABLE 13 
INPUT-OUTPUT STRUCTURE-QUARTZ 
Input : Per  vessel for 80 days 
Veseel and Control Unit 
depreciation 
maintenace 
Labor 
Mate rialr 
Power 
TOTAL DIRECT INPUT 
Output: 
Output per day 2.5 - 3.00 lb. 
Total output (80 dayr) 200 - 240 lb. 
Price per pound $ 18-20 
Value of Total Output* $3600-4800 
Average rise of single cr).ntalr 400 g. 
Number of ringle cryaW barr 200 bare 
Average g t  wth rate of a ringle cryrtal 5 g. per day 
*The difference betweeu value of total output and total direct cost ie  
attributable to relling expenre 8, adminirtration, re  re arch and development 
and other overhead coat and profit. At P. R. Hoffnlan, profit reportedly 
account8 for 20 percent and overhead 38 percent. 
for fixed asretr .  The annual carh flow i r  then $90,000. We can then 
calculate the various rates of return a s  follcws: 
r = 25 percent 1 
r = 34 percent 2 
$270, OOC = $80,000 + $80,000 + -  - - t $80,000 1 t r 3  (1 + rg) 9 
r3  = 40 percent 
where r = rate of return on total aesetr  1 
r = rate of return on fixed a r r e t r  arruming the opportunity cost 
of the !$100,000 current a s re t s  to be $10,000 
r3 = rdte of return on equipment arrurning :mro opportunity coat 
for  building. 
The pay-back period is: 400, ''30 - - = 4.4 years 9- (  L lo  
For the electronic indurtry a r  a whole, profit margin for the period 
1961-70 average8 9.575 percent which i r  lerta than half the rate expected 
by the quarts induotry! 14) However, the fixed capital of the electronic 
induntry a r  a wLole i r  conriderably lower. The annual depreciation for 
the period 1961-70 average8 only 2.5 percent of the raler verrur  10 percent 
for the quarte indurtry. Therefore, the rater  of return on total assets  and 
fixed areetr  a re  more attractive in the electronic indurtry a r  a whole than 
the quarts indurtry, 
fXf. GALLIUM PHOSPHIDE: Gap 
The fallowing data on GI were collected in a virit to the General 
Electric Lamp Divirion, Miniature Lamp De~ar tment  a t  Cleveland, Ohio. 
197 1 1980 
A8 Percent Ar Percent 
of Total Cost 
- 
of Sale 8 
Cost: 
variable coat $ 200,000 4.54 35 
depreciation 20,000 .45 15 
overhead, other 
than RCD 180,000 4.05 
RQD 4,000,000 90.92 30 1 
Total Cort $4,400,000 100.00 
Sales * $ 400,000 9. 08 $19,000,000 
Profit -$4,000,000 -90.92 
Price (Gap) $221 gram $81 gram 
Price (lamp) 80$ /lamp 30# /lamp 
Indurtry salen $ 600,000 $40,000,000 
*Larye proportion ir attributable to Gap cryrtalr.  
Although the department presently ha8 only $400,000 annual raler  in thir 
area,  i t r  annual rerearch and development expenditurer arslount to a@ much 
a8 $4 million. The mar8 effoxtr on R&D a r e  aimed a t  perfecting the product 
lines of light-emitting diode s (LED#) in order to capture a large market 
aha-e in ti112 entimated $40 million a year market by 1980. In addition to 
G. E. , other electronic firms such a s  Texas Instrument, Monsanto and 
Hewlitt-Packard are  also expending large amounts of money and manpower 
on LEDS and the related cryrtals. 
As the market volume grow8 an expected 100-fold by 1980, it is 
estimated that the percentage overhead cost will decreacre to 30 percent 
which is lower than the 38 percent for  quartz reported h l  P. 8. Hofiman. 
However, the 20 percent profit margin currently rrc-~lized at P. R. Hoffman 
is also expected by the G. E. Lamp Division by 1980. Thue, the normal 
profit margin in the crystal indurtry rnay be conridered as 20 percent. 
This margin is higher than the 10. 69 percent earnec' ?ly the electronic 
industry a r  a whole in 1970 and could be at::ibuted to the fact that the ratio 
of fixed a r re t s  to ealer is many timer higher in th.e crystal industry than 
( 19) the electronic industry a s  a \vhole. 
Ar the volume picks up in the future: %kc price of GaP lamps i s  
expected to drop from 80 cents to 33 centr by 1980. T f  tle price hietory 
of quartz is applicable to G.;. i , when the overhead reduces to a s  low a s  
30 percent of raler,  further decrearo in price ir unlikely save for *,.ajcr 
innovation in c.ryrta1 growing. Although the compedtion is keep in the 
iadurtry, in  the long run, a normal profit rate of 20 percent i u  e-upectud 
and price ir likely to bc stabiliaed once the processes of commercial pro- 
duction one perfected a d  there is sufficient demand to utilize the optimum 
production scale. 
IV. CHAR/ (. :ERETICS OF THE GOST FUNCTION 
Batch processes are used in growing crystals. After required 
materials and seeds are prepared in a vermel or furnace, a control unit 
is  attached and crystals are grown in the vessel or  furnace for a certain 
prescribed period. There is some degree of economy of scale in 
crystal growing. However, only for the crystals already enjoying volume 
market, such as  quartz, are economies of scale fully exploited. For the 
exotic crystals in which we are interested the optimum scale of production 
has not yet been reached, due to a lack of volume demand. 
Since batch processes are used and vesaels (or furnaces) can be 
purchased individually, production increases in  the short-run tend to be 
accompliahed by multiplying the nu-ber of identical vessels, and hence, 
short-run production cost displays the character of a step-function with 
constant return to scale such as  illustrated in Figure 8. In the long run, 
however, vesrels of larger siees and greater efficiency wil l  become 
available as  higher volume of demand and production can be expected on a 
suotained basis. Thus production increase o in the long run wi l l  tend to be 
accomplirhed by adopting larger and more efficient verscls rather than 
by adding to the number of identical vessels. As a result, long-run pro- 
duction cost will be as  depicted in Figure 9 which shows a step-function 
with decreasing increase3 in overhead cost. 
For various reasons, however, size efficiency of vessels is limited: 
(1) in hydrothermal crystallization, high temperature (about 400'~) i s  
required for rapid crystal growth. The vapor pressure of water a t  
such temperature exceeds 20,000 psi, The combined severe con- 
ditions of temperature and pressure make it  necessary to have thick 
wall and heavy closure of vessels, which tends to restrict the size of 
vessels. In addition, it is difficult to maintain the desired temper- 
ature uniformly across the dissolving and crystallizing compartments 
a s  the size of vessels increases. 
(2) In solution growth, equipment cost for mounting and pulling seeds 
is  high relative to the cost of vessels. Also the uniformity of 
temperature and concentration of nutrient required necessitates 
more elaborate arrangements for larger crystallizers, such as a 
rotary crystallizer. Therefore, eaonomy of scale di mi nishs as 
the size of vessels increases. 
. - -- (3) I n  the st  rain-anneal or  grai n growth met hod of crystallization, a critical 
temperature gradient has to be maintained at the advancing front. 
FMED COST 
PER BATCH 
Figure 8. Short Run Cost Function (Single Vessel or Furnace Size) 
COST (DOLLARS) 
, COSr FUNCTION OF DIFFERENT S Z E  VESSELS 
- - - OPTIMUM COST NNCTlON 
1: OVERHEADCOSTOFVESSELSZE 1 
2: OVERHEAD C m  OF VESSEL SIZE 2 
3: OVERHEAD COm OF VESSEL SIZE 3 
k OVERHEAD COm OF VESSEL SIZE 4 
Figure 9. Long-Run Coat Function (Various Vessel Sfzes) 
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It becomes difficult to obtain and maintain this gradient uniformly 
over the cross section when the bar becomes large. 
The above limitations also hold true for the Czochralski Method. 
The maximum diameter of crystals is generally limited to the uniform 
temperature gradient achievable by cooling nitrogen stream. Since the 
controlling mechanisms for drawing and cooling are  more elaborate and 
costly than the crucible, there appears to be little economy for big 
"multiple drawingr' crucible a. 
In addition to the above limitations, the risk of growing defective 
crystals multiplies a s  the size of t h e  vessel increases. Therefore, the 
optimum size of vessels is limited. 
W e  can thus postulate that a s  the market volume expands, the optimum 
scale of production is quickly reached and the minimum direct average cost 
is realized. Of course, total average cost, which includes the overhead 
cost such a s  administration, selling expenses, R&D etc., will not be min- 
imized until there is a sufficient volume to reduce the percentage of over- 
head to about 30 percent of the eales. When the above percentage is 
realized, economy of scal e i s fully exploited and constant ret urns bake 
over . 
Based on the above assertion, the price of Gap w i l l  be reduced t o  about 
one-third of the present price a s  the volume picks up in the future. The 
same view was also expressed by G. Lclacoao of ISOMET, Oakland, 
New Jersey, who expected the prices of most exotic crystals to go down 
to about one-third of the present levels when the volume grows. Assuming 
the demand estimatta in the last chapter materialize, the following price 
estimates for various exotic crystals are obtained. 
TABLE 14 
PRICES OF EXOTIC CRYSTALS 
($1 gram) 
GaAs 
Gap (poly-dense crystal) 
Ga Antimonide 
Indium Ar senide 
Single crystal 
Poly crystalline 
Indium phosphide 
Poly crystalline 
Indium Antimonide 
Single crystal 5 x 10 5 
Single crystal 5 x 10 5 
V. THEMODELOFSUPPLY 
From the above analysis of the crystal industry characteristics, it 
can be asserted that: (1) crystal prices are closely related to production 
costa; (2) production costs depend on quantity produced; (3) quantity pro- 
duced in turn depends on market demand which, a s  shown in the last 
section, can be expressed as  a function of time. In mathematical notation, 
where p = normalprice 
AC = unit production cost 
q = quantity produced 
t = time 
consequently, 
(IV) p = T(t) 
The specific functional forms we postulate are depicted in Figure 10. 
When the optimum output level, q , is reached, the unit cost is  minimized 
0 
and there i s  a tendency for it to remain constant regardless of the further 
expansion in output. Thus price will remain constant after t when q is 
0 
equal or greater than q . If the normal pdofit margin is 20 percent and 
0 
the overhead is 3070, i t  can further be asserted that 
P n f(AC) = 2 AC for q r q 
0 
qo 
= OPTIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL WHERE C IS MINIMUM 
t = YEAR WHEN qo IS REACHED 
0 
Figure 10. Model of Supply 
It is difficult to say precisely when qo will be reached without adequate 
data. Nevertheless, from the result of demand analysis in the last 
section, we can contend that the optimum output level q for garnet 
0 
crystals will be reached before 1980. 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY O F  CRYSTAL GROWTH IN SPACE 
1- INTRODUCTION 
The growth or  preparation of high value crystals for electronic applications 
may well become an important usage of the epace environment. This prediction 
while still speculative, i s  based on very preliminary estimates t b t  the size, 
shape, quality, or  yield (or some combination of these parameters) of crystals 
grown in  space may warrant space operations from a technological standpoint. 
Further, that the costs of obtaining theee benefits may be sufficiently low by 
virtue of the availability of the space shuttle as  t o  warrant the use of the space 
environment from an economic stzndpoint. 
If these conditions can be met to a sufficient degree, it i s  possible then that 
by the end of the century, automated cryetal growth factories could be orbiting 
the earth. They might supp1.y at least the high value part of the spectrum of 
crystals needed for our highly technological society. 
The compositions and usage have been diecussed earlier in this report as 
wel l  as  elsewhere. This section will focus on some very preliminary conceptual 
ideas of what might constitute an early epace factory for cryetal growth, and 
include. some preliminary coat eatjrnatss on which to assess the feasibility of the 
project. Two types of cryrtal growth (Float Zone Refined and Solvent) a r e  first 
discuseed from a conceptual procesr and facility standpoint. Then a central 
power station ie briefly described followed by some estimates of the economic 
aspects of crystal growing in space. 
11. FLOAT ZONE R E F W D  CRYSTAU 
One unit would be devoted to preparing Float Zone Refined (and perhaps 
Czochralski) boules and ribbons of senlli-conductors such as silicon where the 
primary operatioas would be aimed at processing silicon into large diameter 
boules or  perhaps wide ribbons from which 4-8" diameter wafers could be 
obtained. The quality of the present earth produced s emiconductor materials 
is excellent. While the quality is not to be degraded by space processing, it  is 
also not a prime reason for space processing as  a r e  some other proposed ;rpace 
operations, 
This the3 leads to  a conceptual deeign in  which a space processing plant 
for FZR eemic~nductors would primarily consist of a single large induction 
heating station to which numerous pre-processed full size billets wuuld be 
delivered sequentially at a rate of one or  2 per day by a conveyor system (or 
.f [\ the induction coil moved). These billets would be brought in large numbers 
(e.g. 20) perhaps only every month or so by a space shuttle flight. The shuttle 
would then return to earth with either large single cryrtal boulerr o r  the wide 
ribbon drawn from them. Thus, it i r  a r ~ u m e d  that all raw material would be 
returned to  earth for final procer sing, It ir conceivable however that other 
processing operationr could be warranted. Metallurgically the billets would 
probably be of a poly crymtalline high purity form prepared perhapa by ponder 
metallurgy methods and in aeed of only one heating pass to convert them to 1 
single crystal boules. This would be the prime purpose of the space processing, 1 
as a minimum. It is hoped however that the abrence of gravity may permit drawing 
thin, full width ribbons from these boule s without contamination. This would I 
permit large savings in the preparation of wafers since the present practices 1 - 
waste about 6070 of the material. These operationr a r e  depicted in Figure 1 1. 
One can also speculate that the use of vacuum and the quiessence of space 1 
could be useful and economically juatified for the preparation of integrated 
circuits and similar devices. The prime argument for this i s  based on obtaining 
better resolution of photographic imaging elpipment in the vibrationlee s I 
spacecraft. Thir might permit either the use of larger diameter wafers or the 
obtaining of a better yield from prerent sizes. This use of t1.t.' space environment 
1 
may indeed be achievable but i r  recondary to our purpose here since the large 1 
diameter waferr a r e  principa'lly thought to  be for power distribution equipment. 
111. 
I 
The second type of crystal growth operationr propored for rpace is based on 
preparing oxide or  other compound cryrtalr from rolutionr. Here indeed the : I 
quality i s  the principal rearon for wirhing to  ure rpace procerring where 
convection and redimentation a r e  expected to be minimal. In addition, there may 
be rome advantage8 in procerri.ag in rpace ta yield desired rhaper auch as  ribbons 
or  5 lmr with high r u r h c e  periwtion. The comporitionr of interest in this 3 
Figure 1 1. Space Iroces sing Concept for Large !hameter 
Float Zone Semicondurtor 8. 
field, a s  previously discussed in  Section 11, a r e  extremely numerous with the 1 
corresponding demand for any particul .r composition being very low compared 
to  the many tons (25-30) of single crysta l  silicon used in  the U. S. yearly. 
This then leads t o  a complex, multiproduct, facility where great  c a r e  will need i 
. I 
to  be exercised t o  avoid cross-contamination while a t  the same t ime providing 
I 
!- great  flexibility in  t e r m s  of t ime, temperature,  solvent, etc. 
Conceptually such a c rys ta l  processing facility might be operationally opposite 1 
t o  the previously outlined float zone processing system. Here  the various 
containers of solvent would be mounted o r  reloaded (by mater ia ls  handlers from I 
? the shuttle crew) i n  suitable furnaces or  heat?ng devices for processiug over i 
generally much longer periods of t ime than the float zone refined mater ia l  
experienced. F o r  example, one t o  th ree  months is a typical growth t ime  for 
1 
many crystals although there  a r e  numerous examples of both suitable growth in  1 
hours and some of up t o  a year.  It is :I:erefore envisioned that sinlultaneous 
i 
I 
operation of the furnaces will be most  efficient. F o r  these types of crysta ls ,  
this  usually requires an  initial "high temperature  " followed by a long slow I 
controlled cool-down cycle. Thus the use of a multiplexed central  power 
distribution system might be a useful concept. 
Usually, the growth of orcide and other con.pound cryetals utilize quantities 
of solvents weighing severa l  t imes that of the crysta ls  grown. These solvents I 
a r e  usually discarded af ter  one use. It would appear t o  be desirable o r  necessary 
1 
however to provide for means of extracting the crystals from the solvents and 
reusing them in  or<i.er t o  avoid the cost of space transportation even on the 
space shuttle. This would be relatively easily achievable i n  the case of aqueous 
gro.Jvth processes where the shuttle crewman may only have to resupply some 
nutrients t o  the batch after harvesting the crystals i f  the same crystal  composition 
is to  be grown again o r  the solution could be reprocessed to  obtain the water for 
reuse. In the case of fused solvents with high 3perating temperatures (up to 
0 
1500 C for example), however the operation would be considerably more difficult. 
Current typical operations in this case involve the cooling to  room temperature 
then the dissolving of the flux o r  glass solvent such a s  in a suitable warm scid that 
would not attack the crystals. The crystals would then be harvested and the 
dissolved flux precipitated o r  concentrated from the acid solution. The ar t is ts  
concept of this system shown in  Figure 12 also depicts some auxiliaay equipment for 
reprocessing solvents to  be used in  aqueous growth processes. 
IV ELXCTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
Theze a r e  numerous methods to  consider for obtaining electrical power in 
space. It is not the purpose of this report however to  discuss them nor to  
necessarily make a selection of the most desirable. A few simple considerations, 
however, lead to believing that a nuclear reactor is probably the best basis for 
such a system. 
Fit-lrc 12, Space Processing Concept for Solvent Growth Process 
I for Crystals 
Power requirements a r e  estimated to be about 30 KW for the float-zone 
growth process and 10 to 20 KW for the solvent growth process. To be on 
the safe side we will base our cost estimates on the higher of the two. Thus, 
a total power requirement of 50 KW i s  contemplated. This i s  clearly beyond 
the range of the state-of-the-art solar and isotope devices. In addition, the 
near earth orbit of the space factory will further militate against the use of 
solar power. 
There is  very little national effort devoted at  the present time to the 
development of nuclear power plants in this range, so our estimates that follow 
are  very speculative. Our investigations revealed that two basic approaches 
are  under development: one is the zirconium hydride approach and the other, 
thermionic. The zirconium hydride reactor i s  in  a relatively more advanced 
state of development than the thermionic reactor. But as distinct from the latter 
i t  requires a thermoelectric system to convert the thermo output of the reactor 
to electrical energy. This system has yet to be fully developed. But even after 
it  has been successfully developed the overall efficiency of the zirconium hydride 
power plant i s  very likely to be less than 5 percent as  compared with the 
10 percent efficiency rating expected of its thermionic counterpart. 
For the above reasons we have chosen a 50 KW therrnionic nuclear reactor 
as the power source for crystal growth in epace. According to the estimates of 
an icdustry source currently engaged in  the early development of such a reacto* 
* GE Space Division 
the total cost would amount of about $1 7 million (not including i ts  pre-production I I 
development costs) broken down a s  follows: I 
Reactor $10M 
Shield 2 
Heat rejection system 2 
Control 1 
Power conditioning unit 1 
Mis cellaneous 
The reactor would have a service life of 20,000 hours at 100 KW output. But 
when operated a t  reduced temperatures for a 50 KW output its life could be 
i 
extended to 30,000 hours or  roughly 3.5 years. Its estimated weight is about 1 
44,000 lbs. (of which 40,000 lbe. i s  shielding) which a t  $1001 lb. for launch 1 
services i n  the shuttle would add $4.4 million to the total cost. Thus, the 
total power bill would be $21.4 million over a period of 3.5 years, o r  $6.1 1 
million per year. Apportioned on the basis of 30 KW for float zone and 20 KW 1 
for solvent growth, we therefore estimate that the power cost would be $3.66 
million,'year for the former and $2.44 millionlyear for the latter. I 
V. PLANT COSTS 
A. Float Zone Refined Process for 20 Boules 
Factory Coets (includes development) $ millions / year I 
. 
Structure 1500 lbs. 1.75 
Mechanical system 500 lbs. . 8  
Electrical 500 lba. .3 
1 
Induction heater and processing system 2550# 2.4 
Ground support equipment . 8  
System Eng. and teat .52 
1 
Program management .42 
Ground operations .21 
7.20 
1 $' 
. . 
Contingencies 2.52 
9.72 
Silicon Prices 
High purity powder 
1 11 2" dia. boules 
1 112" wafers 
Ope rational Costs 
Per  gm Per  lb. 
$ millions / year 
Factory ( 10 year life) .97 
Transportation 
Factory (5000#/ 10 years) .05 
Resupply (5000% x 10 flights @ $100/lb.) 5.00 
Power (unit cost + transportation) 3.66 
Ground Proc. of charges, Wafers, etc. 
50,000 x $6O/lb. 3. 00* 
Raw mate rials 2.75 
Service and mainteipance - .25 
15.68 
*assumes cutting and polishing and no ribbon drawing 
Summary of Float-Zone Refined Process 
P reduction $ Millions $ Millions 
Cort Value Value @ 
Factory, C)utput $ Millions @ $450/# $1000/# 
@ 41 .u yield or 
2O,OOt?# /year 15.68 
@ 8070 yield or 
40,00O#/year 15.68 18.0 40.0 
If these costs a r e  correct, it i e  obvious that the present yield (4070) and selling 
,>rice ($450/#) for silicon wafers a r e  ixicompatible with space processing. Either 
the coets/price or  the yield, or both, would have to be improved eubstantially such 
a s  by drawing ribbon directly from a molten bode to cover the costs of 
performing this operation in space. 
Fus ed Solvent Crystal Growth 
Factory Costs (including development) 
Crystal processing equipment 240q 15s. 
(crucibles , housing, insulation, cable) 
Structure 15CO lbr 
Electrical system 500 lbs. 
Mechanical systems 100 lbs. 
Ground support ( 1 570 of airborne) 
System eng. and test ( of airborne) 
Program management 
Ground operations 
Contingencies 
Crystal Costs 
Raw materials from 2.O$ to $100/lb. 
assume $3.00/lbe average 
Crystals currently $5000-$15,000/1L. 
but estimated to drop to  $1000-5000/lii. 
Operational Coats 
$ Millions 
Factory (10 year life) 0.8 
Transportation 
Factory (10,000#/ 10 years) 0.1 
Resupply (20,00O#/year x $100/lb.) 2.0 
Ground coets for materials and processing 2.41-4.86 
Service and maintenance 0.25 
8.00-10.45 
Summary on Solvent Growth Process 
Production Cost $ Millions $ Millions 
$ Millions Value @ Value @ 
Factory output Year Average $1000/# $3000/# 
@ 25% yield or 
5000#/year 8.00 
@ 4070 yield or  
8000#/year 10.45 
In this case, the estimates show that with an anticipated future reduction of 
price to $1000 per pound for sophisticated compound type electronic crystals the 
r 
total annual production cost will not be covered by revenue at 40 percent yield. 
I !  VI. EGONOMIG GONCiLUSIONS 
Having estimated the probable production coat of two types of crystal growth 
in  space, we a r e  now in  a position to evaluate the economic feasibility of space 
processing versus earth processing. 
It was postulated in  the previous analysis that the optimum scale of production 
or  minimum production cost can be easily reached a s  production volume increasee. 
Furthermors, the competitive structure of the crystal industry tends to reduce 
crystal prices to the level of direct production cost plus overhead and profit. From 
the data we gathered, overhead cost and profit account for roughly 50 percent of 
the eales price. Thua, as the volume increases, crystal prices will be normalized 
The demand model yields the result that silicon demand for MOS will 
reach the range of $380-400 millions by 1975 and the demand for garnets for bubble 
memories, $1.168~1.295 millions by 1980. Civen such ample demand, we  can assert  
that normal crystal prices will prevail well before 1980. Since silicon already 
enjoys volume demand, further decline in its price from about $450 per pound 
i s  unlikely save for major innovations in crystal growing technology. For the 
exotic crystals currently selling at high prices with neglibile volume, it i s  
generally expected that prices will be reduced to about 113 of the current 1.evels 
as demand increases. For example, from Table14 the price of gallium 
phosphide i s  expected to  drop to $8 per gram by 1980 from the current $22 ;>er 
gram (about $3600 and $9900/lb. respectively). 
Since the future production cost on earth i s  not available, and the expected 
future prices of crystals can be more or less related to the future production 
costs, we will  evaluate space processing by comparing i ts  production costs to 
the expected future prices of crystals. Space processing i s  advantageous i f  the 
expected future prices of crystals can cover the total cost, including direct 
production costs, overhead and normal profit. 
Table 15 
Predicted Space Proces sing Corts, Normal Prices and 
Market Prices for Silicon and Gallium Phoephide - 1980 
Silicon -- Float-Zone Refined Process 
Market 
Yield 
- P r o d ~ ~ c t i o n ~ o s t / ~ o u n d ~  N o r m a l ~ r i c e ~ ~ o u n d ~  - price/pound3 
40 percent $784 
80 percent $392 
Gallium Phorphide - Solvent Growth Process 
25 percent $1,600 
40 percent $1,306 
1 
Derived from the summary tables on float-zone refined process a d  solvent 
growth process. 
2 ~ o r r n a l  price = production cost + overhead + profit = production cost x 2 
3 Assume silicon price to  remain at prerrent level and gallium phoephide 
price to drop from the current level of $22 per gram to  $8 per gram. 
Table 15 is constructed by taking rilicon a s  a representative prodwt 
from the float-zone refined procers and gallium phomphide from the solvent growth 
process. For  sil icon, even 80 percent yield, the price of $450 per  pound 
cannot cover overhead cost and normal profit. However, space processing of 1 
gallium phosphide looks promising from an economic viewpoint; even at  a conservative 
estimate of 25 percent yield, the normal price,  i. e . ,  direct production costs plus 
I 
overhead cost and normal profit is rtill leer than the expected price from earth 1 .  
processing by $432  per  pound, or 11 percent. Since the demand for garnets 
in 1980 has been estimated a t  11 5,000 to 130,000 lbs. per year this indicates 
that a total saving of over $ 50 million per  year could be expected. 
However, the above estimate is predicated on the assumption of a 20% profit 1 
margin i n  the normal price of garnetr. There a r e  reasons to believe that 
this is too high to be compatible with the competitive nature of our economy. 
The electronics industry, for example, reaching a period of maturity and intense 
- 1 
competition in the late 1 9608s, was able to maintain a profit margin of only 
slightly over 1070 while seeing i t s  return on investment (book value) decline 
from 14.670 to 10.1670 9) .  It would therefore appear to be a reasonable 
expectation that in the long run, ray by 1985,. roughly the same level of profit 
margin and return on inveotment would a l ro  prevail in  the production of garnets. I 
Hence, the normal price of garnets could actually decreare by another 1070 I I 
f rom 3,20O/lb. to $2,880/1b. a t  2570 yield o r  from $ 2 , t  2/lb. to !$ 2,351 /lb. a t  40% yieldldc - . . --- 
Moreover, in many ways the above ertimate may be interpreted ae a conservative I 
one. In t1.i; f irat  place it i r  confined to only one important application of one 
type of high-priced cryr ta l r ,  via. , garnets in c3mputer memory. There 
a r e  many other a reas  of application of this and other types of high-priced crystals I '',: 
( . I  
: ~ 7  I where a reduction in cost will lead to rubetantial increase in demand. These 
include, a s  have been discussed ear l ier  in this report: the use of electro-optic crystals 
1' 
for holographic memories and laser  communication, the use of optoelectronic 
crystals in LED displayr, etc. Since no hietorical trends have been established 
yet by these new applicationr, i t  is considered ill-advised to attempt any quantitative 
. ..) ( 7  forecast of their demand. We a r e  confident, however, that their expanded use 
will mean additional savings through the production in space of their high-priced 
crystal  components. 
Secondly, we have assumed a conservative 25 percent yield of crystals in the 
above estimate of savings. This ie  the yield generally obtained in today's earth- 
bound processes,  and is partially attributable to the gravitational pull and 
1 i 
minute t remors  inherent in the te r res t r ia l  production environment. With these 
i 
i obstructive forces removed in a space environment there seem to be good 
reasons to expect a higher yil.ld with consequent reduction in cost of production 
and concomitant r i se  in savings. For  inrtance, i f  a 4070 yield were achieved, 
which is not imposaible, the annual ravinge in the production of garnets for 
computer memory devices would then be $118 million a s  compared with $50 million 
a t  2570 yield. However, becaure of the lack of hard data we have chosen not 
to use it a s  a basie for estimating potential benefits. 
Finally, there a r e  increasing evidence6 that rignificant qualitative 
benefits may accrue to crystal8 grown in apace with i t s  attendant unique 
characteristics of zero gravity and freedom from vibrations. F o r  inrtance, 
we may expect apace-grown cryr ta l s  to have more regular rhape thus permitting 
greater yield, or  to have lower defect concentration making posrible higher i 
performance. There i r  a l ro  the prot~pect of growing rubrtrate platelets with 
natural faces, which i f  successful will greatly reduce cost because the expensive I 
wafering and polishing operation. will no longer be necessary. Altl .:agh s o m e w ~ a t  1 
off in the technological horizon, there a r e  neverthelees important qualitative 
benefits of rpace production which will have far-reaching impact on the whole 1 
the space factory would be ready by 1980. The thexmionic nuclear electric 
propulsion system currently undct preliminary engineering study a t  the 
spectrurn of crystal  technology for a long time to come. It would Le unfortunate 1 . 
to have them obscured by an overriding preoccupation with short-term cost 
considerations. 
If the above dipcussion seems tingec with optimism, we wish to emphasize I 
the restraint currently placed on the optimism. F i r r t ,  the cost of space- 1 \ 
grown crystals is a preliminary estimate attempted before the concept of 
growing crystals has been tested in space and before the technical details of the 1 
space factory have been completely worked out. Second, the projected maximum I 
decline of earth-grown crystal  pricer in one example f r cm $22/gram to $8/gram 
is bared on the personal opinions of industrial experts. Presumably i t  reflects 1 
to a large extent the indumtryts prevailing thinking; however, if either of 
there two estimates rhould prove to  be incorrect ,the total amount of savings 
I 
determined ear l ie r  would be significantly affected. Finally, there i r  rome - 1 
qb-estions a t  thir  time to whether the 50 KW nuclear* power plant required by :I 
Space Divirion of General Electric is not expected to be ready for flight 1 
t e r t  until 1983. We a r e  hopeful, however, that additional motivation, such a r  
the need for ouch a power ryrtem being explored here,  might rerve to rhorten 
the rchedule to meet the demand. 
In conclurion, we feel that there i r  rufficient enonomic jurtification to 
war  rant the funding of planning and development rtudier which a r e  ee aential to 
the growth of cryr talr  in apace by 1980. The demand by 1980 an -timated 
raving8 for high-valued garnet cryr tais  alr rubrtrater  and epitaxi . "8 for magnetic 
bubble memorier and of high-priced electro-optic cryr talr  for a wide range 
of advanced applicationr economically jur tify the funding of rtudier directed toward 
the apace procerring of there comporitionr 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER MEMORIES 
Since the b e g i h g  of the moaern computer e ra  about 20 years ago, 
the size of memory directly accessed from a computing system has in- 
creased from a few thousand words (typically 10 to 36 bits of stored infor- 
mation per word) in the early and mid-1950' s to well over several million 
bytes* currently in use on many systems today. Numerous physical 
mechanisms and devices have been proposed for memory storage systems 
with most technologies falling by the wayside a s  a result of inhe rent 
materials and device fabrication problems, and therefore uncompe titive 
costs. In the meantime, the magnetic core, introduced in the mid-1059' s, 
and digital drums, and eventually discs, became the dominant technologies 
for direct acceas storage. Originally, these two technologiee were far  
from what they were capable of providing both in size and speed. As the 
need for additional storage arose, cores and diece were capable of providing 
iacreased aize and speed at a reduced cost per bit (binary digit) of stored 
*One byte = 8 Lit8 = 1 character 
information. While there was no lack of alternative technologies in the 
1960' a, they could not easily challenge the potential improvements of 
cores and discs. 
Current state of the a r t  has room for impr~~vements in cores and 
discs. However the ensuing limitations in these technologies and the 
appearance of nume roue diverse applications permitting special purpose 
tailored systems have resulted in the emergence of a wide range of 
advanced technologie a a s  alternative s or eupplemente. 
Some of the more notable technologies currently receiving con- 
side rable attention are: 
1. Semiconductor integrated c i r cd t  memories 
a. Bipolar 
b. MOS (me tal-oxide -semiconductor) 
c. Charge coupled (or charge transfer) devices 
2. Magnetic domain memories 
a. Magnetic bubble domains 
b. Domain tip (DOT) 
3. Holographic laser  syetems 
4. Magneto-optic beam addre eeable storage 
5. Surface wave acouetic delay lines 
6. Switchable resistance r 
7. Strain-biaeed electronic ceramic page composere 
The trends of the advanced technologies are toward media with in- 
creased storage density and read/write capabilities and toward menlory 
systems with increased speed of the electronic scanning type. The pace- 
setters for meeting future memory requirements are  those of the circulating 
information and beam addressable types. To a large extent these utilize 
electroxtic single crystals with ferromagnetic, ferroelectric, electro- 
optic, magneto-optic, piezoelectric and semiconducting properties. They 
can be classified into the integrated circuit memories based on silicon 
crystals and the magnetic bubble, holographic, magneto-optic beam 
ad+ire asable, and surface wave memories which are  based on ceramic 
oxidr single crystals. 
In summarizing the technical asse ssment on computer memorie s, 
magnetic bubble and holographic memories using electronic ceramic 
oxide single crystals will play a dominant role in computer systems of the 
next decade. Bubbles, currently based on rare  earth iron garnet single 
crystals, will complement silicon semiconductor memorie s in the computer 
hierarchal structure. They will f i l l  the "acce 8s gap" between electronically 
addressable memories and electromechanical atorage systems. Holographic 
systems, using electro-optic crystals, will be used by the late 1970' s for 
very dense storage with reasonable access times and thus offer great 
potential for mass storage and even larger tape replacement type storage. 
At the present time surface wave acoustic delay lines using piesoelectric 
crystals are not a serious challenger for maas memories; whether or not 
it  become s a potential candidate remains to be demonstrated. Magneto- 
optic beam-addre ssable memories, probably utilizing fer  rimagnetic 
crystals, will not be utilized effectively in mass memories unless 
n~echanical rnotion can be eliminated. 
The importance of garnet single crystals to magnetic bubble tech- 
nology cannot be over stressed. The potential importance of space 
processing for the growth of more perfect platelets and films with high 
yields in quantities required for further development and production cannot 
be overstressed either. Microgravity growth techniques hold the potential 
for controlling the perfection and uniaxial anisotropy which is the key to 
bubble size, and bubble movement, and therefore information storage and 
transfer efficiency. It also provides the prospects for controlling defect 
concentrations, and of growing substrate platelets with natural faces thus 
eliminating the wafering and polishing operations. 
The ;lee of electro-optic crystals for holographic memory storage 
media and page composers would be enhanced by the growth of large, high 
quality crystal8 under microgravity conditions, e rpecially a natural face 
along a preferred plane. In fact electro-optics i r  where space crystal 
growth could rhow one of its biggert payoffr; it ir an area  which could be 
economically viable since there are  demands for electro-optic crystals 
in optoelectronics, laser  communications, surface acoustics and pyro - 
electric thermal sensing as  well a s  in computers. 
At the present time space processing would not provide any economic 
advantage for delay line or magneto-optic beam addressable memorie s. 
While microgravity most likely would provide piezoelectric and ferri- 
magnetic crystals of superior quality, the market forecasts show that there 
a re  other problems to be resolved and potential to be demonstrated before 
the technologies become serious challengers. 
In the next two sections we will look at  the current core and disc 
technologie s and the advanced technologies which have been proposed in 
the literature over the past years. Since switchable resistances and 
strain-biased electro-optic ceramics a re  potential technologies for future 
rnemory systems, they will be discussed briefly. Semiconductor integrated 
circuit memories and charge coupled devices wil l  be discussed since they 
will be contenders along with oxide single crystal systems for a place in 
the computer hierarchy. Relative to the advanced technologies employing 
oxide electronic crystals, the following points will be conside red: 
a. General Concept and Principle of Operation 
b. Future Need for Electronic Single Crystals and Space Proce ssing 
c. Market Forecast 
In order  of discussion the specific approaches a r e  
2. Current Technologies - Cores and Disc Memories 
3. Advanced Technologie s - Single Crys tal Silicon, Non crystalline , 
Polyc r ystalline 
a. Polycr ystalline and Glass Media Te chnologie s 
b. Integrated Circuit Memories 
4. Advanced Technologie s - Ceramic Oxide Single Crystal  Systems 
a. Magnetic Bubble Domain Memories 
b, Holographic Memories 
c. Surface Wave Acoustic Delay Line Memories 
d. Magneto-optic Beam Addre ssable Memories 
2. Current Technologies - Cores and Disc Memories 
Cores a r e  tiny ring-shaped magnetic ceramics (polycrystals called 
ferri tea) which a r e  strung on a mesh of fine wires. At the moment their 
advantage is low cost which is about one cent per bit of storage capacity. 
However, this cost mounts rapidly since i t  would cost about 100 million 
dollars to  duplicate the estimated capacity of the human brain - lo1' bits - 
7 
with cores. An electronic telephone central  office requires 10 bits covting 
about 100 thousand dollare in a wire eyotem. In order  to assure reliability 
twice thio capacity is required; thus a user  would like to  find a l e s s  expen- 
sive alternative. 
Magnetic disc memories are  used for high capacity storage. These 
systems depend on the mechanical movement of a storage medium below 
a "head" that can read out data that were previously entered, or write in 
fresh data. In magnetic recording in continuous media, the "heads" o r  
readlwrite transducers can be shared over a large number of bits of 
information. This greatly reduces cost, However, the sharing of trans- 
ducers results in slower access times since they must be moved mechanically 
among the numerous tracks. One cannot manipulate the stored information 
without reading it  out and writing it  in again. This process take appreciable 
time. In addition, since disc systems are  mechanical, they are not as 
reliable a s  the all-electronic system. While mechanical motion has brought 
simplicity and low cost into storage technology in the past, i t  i s  now 
becoming one of the major problems. 
Plated wire is a current electronically addrersable memory tech- 
nology. Because of the small volume usage in comparison to cores and 
discs, i t  will not be considered relative to advanced technologiee. 
3. Advanced Technologies - Non crystalline, Silicon Crystal, Poly- 
crvstalline Svstems 
a. Polycrystalline and Glass Media Technologies 
Advanced technologiee are  being invertigated whose rtorage media 
cone irt of glasr (amorphour ) and polycryrtalline mate riale. These include 
switchable resistances, strain-biased PLZT, and domain tip memories 
(DOT). Switchable r e  sistance device s a r e  those capable of exhibiting a 
variable resistance with a threshold in voltage or current. The chalcogenide 
glaseee based on telluride compounds have received attention over the 
years. Historically such devices have fallen by We wayside. Before - .y 
commitment can be made to the technology, therefore, there must be 
developed a better understanding of the switching mechanisms and a 
de monstration of device capability. 
Domain tip (DOT) technology is a moveable domain memory using 
polycrystalline (poly-crystal as opposed to single or  mono-crystal) films 
a s  storage media. These a r e  in current  use and their future will be dis- 
cussed relative to the magnetic bubble concept. 
Strain biased PLZT page composere a r e  transparent electro-optic, 
ferroelectric polycrystalline ceramics formed by the hot pressing of lead 
titanate, lead zirconate and lanthana powders. They offer media for high 
density holographic storage and have received considerable attention over 
the past two years. The basic materials appear to be readily available 
and relatively inexpensive. However their use in memories from a cost/ 
performance standpoint remains to be seen. 
b. Integrated Circuit Memorier 
The uee of integrated transistor memoriee ie well established. In 
fact they a re  already appearing in products. These devices are fabricated 
on or within single crystal semiconduc:ing sil.icon. While a mature tech- 
nology, they are a major contender for future memoriea because of 
advances in photolithography, process technolugy, cost reduction, the 
development of new solid state device concepts, and the rapid translation 
of the concept to a working device. 
By definition an integrated circuit i s  an irterconnected array of 
active (transistor) and passive elements (conductors, resistors, and 
capacitors) inseparably associated on or withi t  a eingle crystal silicon 
substrate. The two types a re  bipolar and field effect integrated circuits. 
Of the two, the use of bipolar integrated circuits a s  storage elements is 
well established for high- speed main memory applications where coat 1 
8 pe rformance for medium size systems (less than 10 bits) i s  of primary 
concern. These devices a re  too expensive for mass memory and do not 
offer the density potential of other technologies. High speed is not 
essential to mass memory. Field effect integrated circuits, based on 
metal-oxide -semiconductor (MOS) technology, offer a number of advantages. 
These include high density, equal or bettci speed, and lower cost and higher 
yield a s  a re  sult of simplified fabrication. 
Integrated circuit memories already eurpase cores in epeed and are  
within striking distance in coat, power and reliability per bit of stored 
information. The debate of bipolar verrur  MOS is not settled at  this 
time ; however, i t  would appear that MOS would have advantage because 
of i ts  lower cost. Integrated circuit memories have the advantage of 
being compatible with the other parts of computer technology a t  the speed 
and density required. 
A new type of semiconductor is the charge -coupled device ( C C D )  . The 
eesential idea is to store information in the form of electric charges in 
a potential well. The charges a re  shifted along a silicon substrate through 
eimple voltage switching on a pattern of electrodes. Basically i t  is the 
electrical equivalent to the magnetic bubble which is discussed in the next 
section. In magnetic bubble memorie s magnetic charges are  gene rated a t  
one point and moved around in a shift register fashion. 
There is general concensus among scientists working in the field 
that charge-coupled devices and other similar surface charge transistor 
technologies will eventually emerge a s  the preferred ones. At this point 
CCD' s a re  still laboratory devices. Their concept is limited to shift 
register operation. It remains to be demonstrated whether they or 
MOSFET1s will be feasible in te rms of cost and density a r  related to 
accees time. Currently they a r e  too rlow for  main memory; they a re  more 
compatible with large storage where writing time is not so critical. Unless 
significant advancer can be made in device rpeed, the potential of these 
devices may diminirh. MOSFETS in comparison appear to offer a wider 
range of applications a s  well a s  having more potential. 
4. Advanced Technologies - Ceramic Oxide Single Crystal Systems 
a. Magnetic Bubble Domain Memories 
(1) General Concept - Principle of Operation 
Magnetic bubble s a r e  a new technology wherein a magnetic mate r ia l  
is divided into regions that a r e  magnetited in different directions. These 
"domainstt can be formed into small ttbubbler". Data bits of information 
a r e  stored in the form of ttbubblestt and move in thin single crystal  films 
of magnetic mate rial. Physically the bubble 8 a re  cylindrical domains 
whose polarization is opposite to that of the thin magnetic film in which 
they a r e  embedded. They can be moved from point to point a t  high velocity. 
(2) Future Needs for  Electronic Single Crystals and Space 
Proce r sing 
An oxide ringle crystal  material  with unique magnetic propertie r is 
the key eLement ~f a magnetic bubble device. The major technical problem 
i r  one of obtaining cryr ta l r  of the required quality and with adequate param- 
e te r r .  Several claese s of cryr talr  exhibit bubble behavior but only a few 
within there c l a r r e s  meet the requirements for rearonable denrity and speed. 
The ringle cryr tal  murt: (1) rurtain emall bubble-like magnetic regions so 
that information can be rtored more efficiently than before; and (2) permit 
the bubble to run at  a high velozity so  that tremendo-YQ >mounts of informa- 
tion can be procert ad in a relatively short time. 
Crystals were prepared initially by flux-growth method :. Rare - 
earth fe- r i tes  were first invertigated. These are a special class of ferrite8 
with the chemical formula RFe03, where R reprerents yttrium or one or 
=ore rare-earth elementa. They are  grown a s  single crystals by mixing 
raw ingredients with a suitable flux, melting the mixture in a crucible, 
and allowing the melt to cool over a period of several weeks. At the end 
of that time a few crystals of good size will normally be found. Another 
method is to pull single-cryrtal rods directly from the melt and cut wafers 
from the rode. 
In general, the bubble size of the orthoferriter i r  too large. This is 
uneuitable for the very high denrity application required for mass  storage. 
Samarium terbium orthoferrite comes close to satisfying the need for a 
bubble mobility which will allow a data-procesring rate of a million bits per 
second: however, it fails to attain the packing denrity of a million bubbles 
per rquare inch because the bubbler a re  three timer too large {one mil in 
diameter). Another family, the magneto-plumbiter much as BaFe 0 can 12 19 
be grown but the rerultant bubbler are too smal l  for practical devicer. 
The rmalle r t  bubbler yet obrerved - one micron o r  1 / 25 mil in diameter - 
have been in hexagonal lead ferri te (PbFe 0 ), but they rnove too slowly. 12 19 
Recent work indicates that single cryr tal  rare-ear th garnets such a3  
europium erbium iron garnet with the proper composition can yield bubbles 
of 0.25 mil diameter. The preferred properties of bubble materials as 
shown by the garnets a r e  shown in Figure Al. Flux techniques for growth 
a r e  well eetablished. However, the most economical device configuration 
will probably involve a structure wherein an epitaxial single crystal  film 
has been produced. Specific compositions include the deposition of single 
crystal.-, of erbium europium gallium iron garnet, te rbiun erbrium iron 
garnet, gadolinium terbium iron garnet and yttria iron garnet on solution 
grown substrate crystals  of (RE)Ga 0 where Ga represents gallium and 5 12 
RE, r a r e  earth oxides of dsyprosium, gadolinium, samarium up through 
ne odymiurn. 
The importance of single crystals to the future potential and manu- 
facture of bubble memory technology carnot be overstressed. Bubble size 
is supported by the uniaxial anisotropy af the crystal  which is thought to 
be induced by strains accompanying growth striations. Without advances 
in crystal  technology and fabrication, bubbles appear to be limited to their 
present denrity and speed. 'Yields with prerent growth technique8 a re  
low; obtaining the c ryr ta l  quantities aecer rary  for production and develop- 
ment i r  a problem. Garnet crystal  wil l  have to be available in the large 
quantitier that rilicon is available for integrated circuit  manufacturing. 
BUBBLE DIAMETER (MICRONS) 
- 
500 50 5 0.5 0.05 
MAGNETIZATION (GAUSS) 
Figure A-1. Properties of Magnetic Bubble Crystals Uniaxial Anisotropy 
vs.  Magnetization and Bubble Diameter (After Bobeck, A. 13. 
and Scovil, H. E.D.,  Scientific American 224 (6) 78-90 (1971). 
-
The space manufacturing of garnet crystals may provide some of 
the advances necessary for obtaining sufficient quantities of highly perf?ct 
crystal with good yields. The crystal boules for substrates of rare 
earth gallium garnets are grown from the melt by the Czochralski 
technique, The substrates are cut, wafered and polished from the boules. 
Rare earth and yttrium gallium iron garnet single crystals are  deposited 
by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) from fluxed melts. 
The garnets have zero magneto-striction but exhibit the largest and 
most uniform uniaxial regions which are  needed to form cylindrical 
magnetic domains in the presence of a bias field. The easy direction 
of magnetization should be perpendicular to the plate to support bubbles 
with 5 to 25 micron diameter. The uniaxial anisotropy is thought to be 
induced by the ordering resulting from growth and not uniform stress in 
the film. The rbgions of uniaxial anisotropy are  growth bands or  striations. 
They a re  compositional variations and result from temperature fluctuations 
during the growth process. These are thought to be process-independent 
and gravity-related. The fluctuations are  caused by thermal convection 
c u r r c ~ t s  which a re  driven by the force of gravity. If growth striations 
are  responsible for uniaxial anisotropy in iron garnet, space processing 
is of interest to develop crystal growth techniques which will allow this 
effecr to be controlled. 
The growth habits of flux grown crystals produce natural facets; 
the material directly beneath the facets a re  magnetically uniaxial. The 
formation of facets can be controlled o r  prevented by the advancement of 
a flat solid-liquid interface. This is one of the promising prospects of 
space growth of garnets. 
The substrate defects and surface scratches a re  greatly enhanced 
in the film crystals. The faceting and hillock conceni;rations a r e  in- 
creased by the high temperature processing. The growth of platelets with 
smooth, flat perfect surfaces in a direction such that the surfaces are  
along specific crystallographic planes is another unique potential of space 
processing, which would promote perfection in the epitaxial films. In 
addition, each section of the substrate bode  has to be wafered parallel 
to a specific plane because of the growth induced magnetic alignment 
relative to a natural face. Platelet growth under microgravity may 
eliminate the wafering step and prevent mechanical cracking of this high 
value, but brittle, crystal. 
(3) Market Forecast 
In forecasting the market growth for bubbles, the following factors 
must be considered: 
1. Where will bubble memories fit in the computer memory 
hierarcial structure ? 
2. How will they compete with current technologies in performance 
and cost? 
3. How will they compete with other advanced technologies in 
performance and cost? 
Projections to 1975 are  that the electronically addressable memory 
technologies - semiconductor and ferrite-core - and the electro-mechanical 
- magnetic drums, discs and tapes - will continue to dominate until 1975. 
By 1975 semiconductorv wi l l  replace a significant part of the ferrite-core 
markets. Beyond 1975 drums o r  fixed-head files will no longer compete 
with the lower cost semiconductor technology. By 1985 the dominant 
forms of electronically addressable and electro-mechanical storage will 
be, respectively, semiconductor and mi gnetic discs and tapes. 
The most commonly identified hardware problem is that of the gap 
that exists between electronically and ele ctro-mechanically addressable 
storage. With all of the levels in a memory hierarchy, there is still a 
- 2 difference in accem time of three to four orders of magnitude (1 o - ~  to 10 
seconds) betwtzn the electronic bu"t memory and the electromechanical 
peripheral storage unit. This gap has existed since the development of 
the computer and projections of future technology indicate that i t  will 
continue for some time. 
Bubbles are an excellent candidate as an intermediate memory to f i l l  
the gap i f  i ts cost can be reduced. This is very likely. It will be economical 
in smaller siees and capable of very respectable bit-transfer rates, At 
the present time the electronically addressable memories a re  the poor 
price/performance technologies. If semiconductor technology costs are  
reduced the gap may narrow to two orders of magnitude. In this case, the 
successful introduction of gap-filling technology such a s  bubbles wil l  be 
more difficult. 
During the next decade integrated circuit and magnetic domain tech- 
nologies will complement one another in hierarchal computer structures. 
By 1975 semiconductor bipolar and MOS integrated circuits will be used in 
computer mainframes. The se wi l l  be capable of subnanosecond speeds and 
used in the fast memory section. Although semiconductor technology has 
reached a high degree of maturity, growth will continue because of improve 
ments in photolithography and semiconductor processing techniques. 
In the rest  of the computer system where bulk storage is  important, 
memory blocks of moving magnetic domain storage will be used (Figure A2). 
They will provide high density storage with microsecond access times at 
speeds competitive with current core, disc and drum memories. 
Currently magnetic domain storage elements, especially the DOT' s, 
offer fast memory blocks at  low cost and power dissipation with high 
Figure A-2. Hierarchal Computer Structure (After Allan, R. S . ,  
Electronic Design 19 (25) 22-24 (1971). 
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reliability. The low costs have been attributed to excellent yields. DOT 
block access time i s  less  than fixed-head discs and their non-mechanical 
operation make them more reliable than the moving mechanisms of discs 
and drums. Cost-wise they a r e  competitive with disc and drum memory 
and an order  of magnitude l e s s  than semiconductors and core s. However, 
when commercially available, bubble me morie s will leave a l l  other types , 
including DOT' s, far  behind in density and cost advantage. 
The relative mer i t s  and costs of bubbles, cores,  IC' s and charge - 
coupled devices a r e  compared in Table AI. CCD' s and bubbles will cost  
l e s s  than integrated circuit  memories. This will be on the order  of milli- 
cents per bit by 1975. Bubbles will probably have the lowest cost of the 
two, but currently a r e  slovrer. CCD' s will f i l l  the 10-20 MHz regirne ; 
bubbles cannot reach this and be competitive. All three advanced tech- 
nologies exhibit the adaptability which may overcome the size and access  
limitations of core a. 
Present  densities in b u b ~ l e  memories of 10 megabits per square 
inch can be easily designed and evaluated. Work is in progress to increase 
this to 1000 megabits per square inch, the highest density of any existing 
technology. In comparison to disc files, a moderate size disc file - 
10 million to 100 million bits - would occupy two feet in a side; the bubble 
memory would require only 2 to 3 inches on a side. For  power, the bubble 
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requires 10 watts, but the disc needs 500 watts. Access time for the 
bubble is an order of magnitude less  while i ts  storage density is three 
orders  of magnitude better. The price probably will be one-tenth that 
of disc files per bit of storage. The cost of the two or three inch cube 
might be then about $300. 
b. Holographic Memories 
(1) General Concept 
Holograms a r e  photographic records made through a form of lens- 
l e s s  photography. They a r e  best known for their ability to produce 3D 
images. However, equally important is their potential to store an 
enormous amount of information. Holographic schemes in a stationary 
continuous media can circumvent the mechan ic~ l  motion of the rotating 
disc and provide large storage capacity a t  reduced coet. Optical techniques 
offer the potential of high information storage density since the information 
packing density is theoretically limited only by the wavelength of light. A 
3 figure of the order  of 10'' bi ts lcm can be quoted as a theoretical l imit  
for information stored in a volume of a medium. 
(2) Principle of Operation 
Holographic memories have the general arrangement ehown in Figure 
A3. It coneists of: 
Figure A-3. Holographic Optical Memory (After Taylor, G. W.  and 
XY 
OPTICAL REFERENCE (READ AXD WRITE) 
DEFLECTOR 
LASER - OPTICAL STORAGE 
MEDIUM 
- PHOTODETECTOR 
Kosonocky, W, I?, , IEEE T r m s .  Sonics and Ultrasonics, 
SU-19, 81-99 (1972). 
-
d OPTICAL 
ARRAY 
ELECTRICAL 
INPUT - OUTPUT PAGE 
COMPOBER 
ELECTRICAL 
INPUT 
(1) Deflector for the laser  beam used for reading and writing 
(2)  Optical storage medium 
( 3 )  Page composer o r  optical pattern generator for converting 
electrical signals into an optical pattern of the type needed to 
write into the memory 
(4) Photodetector for converting optical read-out signals into 
suitable electrical signals. 
In operation, acousto-optical crystals deflect a laser  beam in pro- 
portion to the frequency of sound waves passing through them. The collimated, 
deflected, beam is split into object and reference beams. The object beam 
illuminates a page composer, which is, in effect, an electronically variable 
reflective data mask. Light from the page composer is now spatially modu- 
lated by the data to be rtored. It interferes with the reference beam on the 
selected area  of the recording medium to form a hologram. For readout the 
object beam is blocked and the reference beam, now serving a s  a read beam, 
project8 the contents of the selected hologram onto the readout plane. 
An electroptic crystal functions a s  a holographic plate. The crystals 
record the interference patterns of the light waver a s  the laser  beam is 
split into two parts - refcsence and object beams. 'I'he reference beam 
shines directly on the crystal, while the object beam shines i~irough a 
transparency of the object being stored. After a hologram is  formed 
through the one-centimeter thickness of the crystal in one direction, the 
crystal is rotated one fraction of a degree for each new hologram to be 
rtored. 
Holographic L*orage ir basically an interferometric proceas. Infor- 
mation concerning each stored bit is spread over  eubetantially the entire 
area  of the hologram. Reconrtruction or the stored pattern occura by 
diffraction without the need for imaging optics. Further, since diffraction 
can occur directly from optical variations in the index of refraction in the 
recording medium, no analyser is needed. 
(3) Future Needs for Electronic Single Crystals and Space 
Proce sring 
The technical problems a re  centered arcund the need for lasers ,  
light deflectore, page composerr, and new etorage materials, a l l  of which 
a r e  bafted on electronic single cryrtals. The f i r r t  ha8 been dircuseed in 
Sections C and D, on Optoelectrouicr and Optical Communication Systems; 
however, page comporerr and storage media ruitable for holographic recording 
a r e  the most important a rea r  in need of further development. 
Volume holography conrtituter the only optical etorage technique that 
allows etraightforward exploitation of the greater potential rtorage capacity 
of thick media. Many different typer of holographic rtorage media have been 
inve stigated in the past ranging from dichromated gelatin to magne to-optic 
MnBi films. MnBi films offer the important feature of reversibility but 
have efficiencies of less  than 0.1010. However, single crystals  can be used 
a s  a holographic material. Electro-optic crystals represent the only type 
of holographic storage media to combine very high efficiency with reversibility. 
The specific crystals referred to a r e  lithium niobate (LiNbOj), un- 
doped o r  doped with iron, and barium sodium niobate (Ea NaNb 0 ), 2 5 15 
doped with iron and molybdenum. The rensitivity of the mate r ia ls  is con- 
siderably better than that of most photochromics; their storage t i ~ n e  i s  rrluch 
longer since thermal fixing techniques for theee crystals can achieve high 
e rasure r e  sirtance . Lithium tantalate, barium titanate and bismuth titanate 
a r e  also capable of recording volume holograms. 
Lithium niobate, one of the most significant c ryr ta l r ,  is grown 
directly f rom the melt and commercially available. Although crystal  bouic; s 
a s  large a s  one inch in diameter and s ix incher in length can be prepared in 
this mauner, dynamic growth a t  elevated t e m ~ e r a t u r e r  introduces chemical 
imperfection ana comporitional inhomogeneitie r. Comporitional nonuniformity 
along the length of the cryrtal ,  nonuniform growth regionr, and compositional 
difference r from cryr ta l  to crystal  ar i r ing from variations in  the melt 
comporition, rate of growth, cryrtallographic axir of pull, etc. cause 
variations in  index of refraction and other propertier wh;ch a r e  ersential  
to electro-optic applications. Dirtortion of the holographic patterns will 
a r i s e  f rom long range refractive index variations. ' $ 1  , ddition a perfect  
surface is required; however, polishing introduce& scattering centers  
caucring short-range refractive index variations. Since optically induced 
electr ical  conductivity is the basis  of holographic storage in theee mater ia ls ,  
a high defect denaity will probably interfere with the photo-induced charge 
t ransfer  requirement of holographic storage. 
The use of LiNbO for  hologram storage media would be enhanced t y  3 
the growth of large,  high quality c r y s  tale under microgravity conditions. 
It has  been cited by crysta l  industry spokesmen that l a s e r  el,..ctro-optic 
cryetalo have the single l a rges t  potential. This ic fact is where space 
c rys ta l  growth could show it8 biggest payoff since there a r e  demands for  
large,  perfect  c rys ta l s  in l a se r  communications and optoelectronics a s  
modulators, second harmonic generators and parametr ic  oscil lators,  a s  
well a s  computers for these crystals.  Thsee a r e  diecusaed in detail in 
Appendices B and C. Further,  surface acoustic, a s  well a s  atorage media 
app?ications, demand a supply of l a rge  platelet crysta ls  with flat, perfect  
surfacer.  Microgravity growth offei-s the fascinating possibility of growing 
natural faces along a preferred c rys ta l  plane. 
Ferroelectric-photoconductor sandwich r t ructures  have a lso been 
used to record  holograms in bismuth titanate mingle c rys ta l s  (Ei4Ti3012). 
There ir, however, a severe  problem in achieving both high r e  solution and 
high diffraction efficiency. This puts the Bi4TigOlZ sandwich structure at  
a competitive disadvantage with thermoplastics and photoconductive s which 
can achieve higher diffraction efficiencies. 
Another important component of a holographic, optical memory is a 
page composer or optical pattern generator for converting electrical signals 
into an optical pattern of the type required to write into the memory. The 
optical pattern represents a page of information which is  transferred 
holographically by forming an interference pattern to the optical storage 
medium. Gadolinium molybate, GdZ(Mo04)j, is a ferroelectric-ferro- 
elastic crystal which shows promise as  a page composer. It is grown by 
the Czochralski technique and must be defect free so that it  can be switchcd 
an indefinitely large number of times without fatigue. However, temperature 
fll-ctuations in the melt during crystal growth causes the bode diameter to 
change discontinuously. Thus, severe strain are  introduced which influence 
the thres\old field. In addition stoichiometry in the melt must be closely 
controlled and a flat solid-liquid interface maintained. Growth under micro- 
gravity in space would greatly benefit this crystal since it  offers the prospects 
for providing the conditions for the advancement of a smooth planar solid- 
liquid interface and the elimination of turbulent convection giving rise to 
te mperatare fluctuations. 
Bismuth titanak is a ferroelectric whose optical behavior is completely 
different from other ferroelectric cryrtals such as barium titanate, 
triglycine sulfate and potassium drhydrogen phosphate. It provides nearly 
maximum transmission in the intensity of transmitted light and a most 
attractive material for a high-speed page composer. 
The lamellar crystals of Bi Ti 0 grown by the flux method are at  4 3 12 
most about 1 mm thick and possess a face area which is too small for 
practical display purposes. Efforts to grow them by other techniques have 
proven unsuccessful. To obtain a crbstal area suitable for memory storage 
and display applications, it would be necessary to cut the plate-like crystals 
parallel to specific planes and stack narrow slices side by side, a tedious 
and costly procedure. This is a unique application for the growth of large, 
flat platelets in a zero-gravity environment. 
Single crystals of lead molybdate (PbMo04) a re  important components 
in solid state acousto-optic light deflectors. The acousto-optic interaction 
is very large and has great advantage in optical deflection systems for 
holographic memories. Bodes of 15 mm in length can be grown. At this 
time the quali~y of earth grown crystals is satisfactory. Space processing 
would not provide any economic o r  technological advantage. 
(4) Market Forecast 
The astronomical etorage densities a re  far from practical for the 
near future. They will find real use by the late 1970's since they do offer 
a high density, non-mechanical, medium access time store. They woulc! 
tend to displace memories using magnetic surface recording rather than 
the internal memory such a s  core or semiconductors. The potential for 
dense storage with reasonable access times also make them attractive for 
larger tape replacement type storage. A million bit read1 write memory 
is currently being built which may be the forerunner of a 101° bit system. 
Single cryrtals can be regarded a s  serious contenders for dynamic storage 
and read/ write memory applications. The successful implementation of 
fix;ing techniques has also opened new application areas for these materials 
such as  read-only memories, storage for display devices, and holographic 
optical components where the nondestructive readout capability is important. 
c. Surface Wave Acoustic Delay Line Memories 
(1) General Concept and Principle of Operation 
Surface waves represent one of the more recent technological candidates 
for mass memory. It has begun to receive considerable attention and has 
made substantial progress over the past two to three years. This progress 
has been aided by the fact that this phenomenon has many other potential 
applications, ad well. These a re  discussed in Appendix E on Surface Wave 
Acoustics and Ultrasonics. 
The principle of operation for surface waver i s  discussed in detail in 
Appendix E. For memory applications surface waves are  most easily launched 
in a piezoelectric crystal  through a transducer consisting of two inter- 
locking comb-like structure s which a r e  deposited on the crystal  surface 
with a small  high-frequency voltage applied between the two. 
(2) Future Need for  Electronic Crystals and Space Processing 
Both the internal structure and the surface condition of the piezo- 
electric crystal  a r e  important. LiNbOj and Bi CeOZO a r e  good single 12 
crystal  materials for  analog operations. Analog mode is used due to a lack 
of digital instrumentation a t  the se frequencies ; single crystals  will probably 
still be required for digital operation due to the large losses a t  high f re -  
quencies. The major technical problem is finding o r  obtaining inexpensive 
high quality crystals  with low acoustic attenuation, high frequency operation, 
high velocity of propagation, and, other required properties. In addition to 
quartz, lithium niobate , lithium tantalate and lithium ge rmanate , yttr iurn 
iron garnet, yttrium aluminum garnet, spinel (MgA1204), MgO, Y Ga 0 3 5 12 
and Y3A15012 a r e  candidates for producing low attenuation at high frequencies. 
Crystals with a high velocity of propagation a r e  sapphire, rutile, spinel, 
YAG and aluminum nitride. The importance of space processing to the 
growth of large,  high quality crystals  with natural, flat, perfect surfaces 
is discussed in detail in Section F on Surface Wave Acoustics, 
(3) Market Forecast 
The recirculating surface acoustic delay line is suitable for a bulk 
memory where moderately fast access and very high data rates are 
desirable. However, while surface wave technology has advanced from 
the theoretical to the practical in high performance functional single- 
processing components, this technology is not a serious challenger to 
others for mass storage; whether o r  not it will become a potential candidate 
remains to be demonstrated. 
d. Magneto-optic Beam Addressable Memories 
(1) General Concept - Principle of Operation 
Beam addressable memories a re  considered a s  anotker technology 
which could f i l l  the access gap in the mcmory hierarchy between electron- 
ically addressable and electromechanical storage systems. Magneto- 
optic beam addressed memories consist of a magneto-optic sensitive 
storage medium illuminated by a laser. The memories all make use of 
Faraday rotation for readout and a combination of laser  beam and magnetic 
field for selective thermomagnetic writing. 
(2) Future Need for Electronic Single Crystals and Space 
Processing 
The major technical problem i s  centered in the magneto-optic material. 
Four materials have been implemented in a memory configuration. These 
include europium oxide, manganese bismuth and single crystal films of 
gadolinium iron garnet o r  yttrium iron garnet. None of these i s  ideal. 
Each of the materials with the exception of europium oxide requires argon 
o r  helium-neon l a se r s  which a r e  too expensive. Europium oxide has 
technical advantage in being transparent and having a very specific rotation 
(number of degrees per unit thickness). However, i t  must operate a t  
cryogenic temperatures. In "archival stores" which contain large 
quantities of information only occasionally referred to, a failure of the 
refrigeration equipment for cryogenic ope ration could destroy al l  the stored 
data in a matter of hours. Manganese bismuth can operate a t  room 
temperature; however, its opacity and low specific rotation a r e  disad- 
vantage 8. 
Single crystal  ferrimagnetic gadolinium iron garnet films can be used 
fo r  high-density magneto-optic and thermomagne tic reading. The written 
information is thermally stable and the crystal  a s  a storage media has the 
inertness of refractory ceramics. While space processing will probably 
improve the quality and performance of the crystals t v decreas:. y the 
defect concentration, the economic viability of microgravity growth cannot 
be determined until the problems outlined below a r e  resolved. 
(3) Market Forecast  
Three major commercial f i rms a r e  reported to  be inveatigating this 
technique, One has built a magnetic disc memory using this principle and 
i s  working on a machine built around th i s  technology which can be character-  
oriented rather than bit-oriented. 
However before this technology can be placed on the market, the re 
a r e  two other problems to be resolved in addition to the storage media 
problem which potentially can be met with single crystals.  Firs t ,  the 
a r r ays  a re  limited in density by the l a se r  beam wavelength. Second, the 
lack of deflectors to address large field sizes requires the introduction of 
mechanical motion to address large arrays.  This means mixing slow 
mechanical mechanisms with fast  electronic switching in a questionable 
compromise. If this technology is to compete with uther technologies for 
mass  storage, improved system configurations a r e  required. 
APPENDIX B 
OPTOELECTRONICS 
1. Scope 
Our technical assessment showed that optoelectronics will have the next 
greatest  demand for electronic single crystals after computer memories.  
Optoelectronics is the implementation of electronic functions by optical means 
and i s  that branch of electronics which incorporates optical technology in a l l  
types of equipment. Optoelectronics a r e  finding their way into computers, 
industrial processing controls and optical character recognition equipment. 
Many of the present and new optoelectronic components and systems operate 
on the solid state phenomena of electronic single crystals.  These include 
t 
crystals for storage media and page composers in holographic mass  memaries  1' 
1 a s  discussed in Appendix A.  They include the crystals used for optical sources,  
modulation, harmonic oscillation and parametric amplifiers used in the large 
capacity laser  communication systems discussed in Appendix C. They include 
crystals for infrared pyroelectzic detection discussed in Appendix D. It 
has been shown in the respective eections how the growth of these crystals 
cpn benefit from space processing. 
In this section our attention is directed toward four other a reas  of 
optoelcctronics: 
(1) Light-emitting diodes (LEDtr) and LED displays 
( 2 )  Optoele ctronic detectors 
(3) Lare r s  
(4) Ferroelectr ic  Graphic Dirplays $ .  5 
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While LED'S, lasers  and detectors play an important role in optical com- 
munications and optical memories ,  their roles a s  components related to crystals 
and space manufacturing a r e  discussed in this section. The future market 
need for crystals in these applications has been assessed.  
2.  Light Emitting Diodes and Displays 
a Principle of Operation 
The light emitting diode is an optoelectronic device of increasing 
importance with a variety of promising applications. Conversely, there a r e  
many applications needs for such a solid state device. The wide range of applications 
of LED'S a r e  based upon the display of information from instruments to people. 
They can efficiently convert eleectrical energy into electromagnetic radiation 
most of which i s  visible to the human eye. 
b Future Need For  Electronic Single Crystals and Space Processing 
LED'S a r e  fabricated from electronic semiconductor single crystals.  
Semiconductor crystals for which advanced technologies a r e  available, such 
a s  silicon (Si), germanium (Ge) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) cannot be used 
since crystals a r e  required which v-ill support visible luminescence. Research 
and development efforts have been directed a t  semiconductor compound crystals 
which consist of Groups I11 and V elements from the Periodic Table of Elements. 
At present gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) diodes that emit red light 
a r e  most widely used. Newer materials,  such a s  ga1:ium phosphide (Gap) for 
green emission, indium gallium phosphide (InGaP) for yellow, and gallium 
nitride (GaN) for blue, a r e  being devel.oped. Gap is the source of 
three-color displays - red and amber a s  well a s  green. They will become more 
important a s  the materials pr obleme limiting their reproducibility a r e  overcome. 
Light emitting diodes a r e  fabricated from material  consisting of single 
crystal films which have been deposited on single crystal  substrates.  
GaAsP diodes have gained widespread commercial attention since manufacturing 
costs per crystal  have been substantially reduced. The custs have been 
reduced due to the ready availability of large high quality single crystal  gallium 
arsenide substrates,  the scaling up of systems for the large scale vapor phase 
epitaxial deposition of GaAsP, and the depoeition of smooth GaAsP layers free 
of surface imperfections. This eliminates the need for lapping and polishing. 
GaAsP currently enjoys the lead in seven-segment numeric displays which 
a r e  the major applications of LED'S. A single Gap diode chip costs the same 
price a s  a large bar  of GaAsP crystal  into which several diodes can be processed 
i I [' 
I I by gaseouo diffusion and monolithic a r r ays  fabricated. Individual display figures 
i I 
! -. usually a r e  about 6 mill imeters tall; there is a display line with 15 mm on the 
- 8 t I .  market. Monolithic a r r ays  can be fabricated into alphanumeric displays. 
Gap substrates a r e  melt-grown. Their present quality is too poor to 
permit the reproducibAe fabrication of diodes. The defect concentration 
changes from one end of the b o d e  to the other. The expitaxial layers which 
a r e  deposited by liquid phaae epitaxy can contain a high concentration of 
imperfections and a large deviation from stoichiometry. This will affect 
the generation and extraction of light from the crystal .  There a r e  several 
lose mechanisms for each proceas caured by crystal  imperfection which can 
limit the overall performance of a LED and, in particular, the electroluminescence 
of the epitaxial ringle cryr tal  film. 
It appears that the liquid-encapsulation crystal  pulling of Gap substrates 
under microgravity conditions w u l d  decrease their high defect density and 
thus increase efficiency. Further ,  large -area Gap crystal could probably 
be grown in space for large monolithic displays which might reduce cost 
and make them economically viable with individual segment displays. 
The space growth of crystals could decide the future for new and presently 
unknown crystals. New matericils include: 
Indium gallium phosphide InGaP . 
A luminum gallium a r senide A lGaA s 
Gallium nitride GaN 
Indium aluminum phosphide InA lP 
Silicon carbide S i c  
However, the application of the potential of each is crystal  limited. The 
electroluminescence potential of InGaP is very high but problams in 
crystal  growth have prevented i t s  full scale exploitation. It is difficult to  
prepare melt grawn ingots and liquid phase expitaxial films have a high 
dislocation denrity. It has been reported that AlGaAs diodes grown by liquid 
phase epitaxy have the highert brightness to date. These also emit a t  
80003 , the wavelength needed to pump Nd:YAG (neodymium doped yttrium 
aluminum garnet) crystal  lamer rods. Zero-gravity procersing may help 
in reducing the defect concentration of the promising AlGaAr cryrtals  and 
in growing rearonably rized InGaP. 
Gallium nitride is an unexplored cryrtal .  If low reristivity crystals 
with p-type "doping" could be fabdcated, they could become a single 
sorlrce of efficient light emission across  the entire visible epectrum. InAlP 
has a high brightness potential; however, much difficulty has been 
reported in eynthesizing these cryr tals .  While silicon (carbide has,  in 
principle, the capability of yielding luminescence throughout the vieible 
spectrum, i t  require8 high temperature procesring ( 2000°c) and extensive 
development which cannot be jurtified in view of the promise of Gap and 
GaAsP technology. Space processing does not appear to be attractive in 
this case: however, i t  does appear to have promise with GaN, and InAlP. 
Y: Market Forecast  
Bergh and Dean comment of the future of LED'S: "Although 
LEDte have been commerically available for only three years ,  they have 
already found various applications in the fieldr of signaling and display 
devicer. The general trend has been a rapid increase in efficiency coupled 
with a rapid decreare in cort. During the pact three year r ,  both parameters 
have changed by a factor of approximately Wenty. During the rame period 
the reliability of the devices improved by almost five order8 of magnitude. 
In view of this combination, it i s  tempting to  forecart  a bright future for 
LEDte ." (1) 
LEDtr  have low cost, high performance and reliability. They a r e  
compatible with modern electron devicer and with the increaeingly important 
virual dirplayr . Low power requirement#, low operating voltager , emall 
r ize,  fast rwitching rpeed, long life, and manufacturing technology for  LEUts 
(1) Bergh, A . A .  and Dean, P.J. "Light-Emitting Diodee," P roc .  of the IEEE, 
60 (2) 156-223 (1972) t 
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a r e  compatible with silicon integrated circuits. 
With the advancement of the computers, the nen-c! .'.o display symbolic 
information, such a s  letters and numbers is rapidly increasing. This 
replaces the voluminous paper records now produced in many business 
activities and expedites a variety of service operations. Decimal numerical 
displays rather than the ear l ier  digital form a r e  becoming prevalent in 
a l l  types nf electronic instrumentation. 
According to the Electronics 1972 forecast, LED display sales will 
double. This i s  the brightest spot for  optoelectronics. The growth of LED 
displays is due to the calculator and instrument market.  The discrete LED 
market will pick-up in the consumer segment a s  unit prices d--;p. This 
will open up oppor:unitiee in light-level indicators for cameras and 
pilot lights for appliances for example. 
According to the Electronics 1972 annual market survey (Table . B .  1) 
- 
U .  S. sale8 of optoelectronic devices alone will total almost $51 million 
(2) 
with sale8 expected to  reach $ 89 million by 1975. Of this LED'S account 
for $ 18.5 million in 1972 and $ 40 million in 1975. In referring to a 
market analysir on worldwide raler  of aptoelectronic devices, Electronics 
cites that sales  of $ 65 million in 1972 will jump to $ 225 million by 1976. 
3. Laserls 
a Scope and Application - 
The l a r e r  i r  probably the ringle moat important optoelectronic 
device: i t  i n  central to  almort every new indurtrial, ccrmmunication and 
rcientific ryrtem application which relier on optical techniques. The 
(2) Electronicr, January 3, 1972 
TABLE B.  '1 
( 2 )  
OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICE M.ARKET FORECAST 
Optoelectronic devices, total dollare 
(millions) 
LED1# 
LED DISPLAYS 
Photo transi ,tors (includes 
arrays) 
Photodiode o (includes arrays) 
Coupler 8 
Silicon targets 
Photovoltaic (a 3lar) cells 
Photoconductive cello 
field6 of data proceroing and rtorage and optical communications have 
been enhanced by laser technology. 
Laser devices are  finding applications in materials processing, 
instrumentation and measurement, optical communication, medicine, 
holography, data processing snd storage, displays and safety. Industrial 
materials processing is finding an important use for lasers with the 
introduction of high-power lasers giving ever greater potential for 
deeperwelds, faster drilling, andlargerworking area. Inthe optoelectronic 
industry conventional printing and copying methods will be seriously challenged 
within the near future by laser character generators, copiers, microfilm 
recorders and typesetting systems. The consumer impact of laser 
holography mc - soon be f ~ l t  with tamperproof identificztion cards, "lock 
and key systems" and nondestr~ctive testing for automobile safety. In 
medicine lasers are  being used to perform cell surgery and to serve a s  
photocoagulatora in ophthalmology. Acot~stic holography using lasers is 
superior to optical or x-ray techniques for imaging soft tissue and 
detecting cancer. 
b Future Need For Electronic Single Crystal and Space Processing 
The use of lasers in computer memory systems and 
optical conrmunicationa war di : .ssed in Appendexios A and C. Solid 
state lasers use oxide single crystal which usually a r e  doped with trivalent 
3t 
neodyrnum (Nd ) to produce the apecific wavelength. These include 
ruby (A1203, rapphire, doped with chromium), yttrium aluminum garnet 
(YAG o r  Y3A15012), yttrium aluminate (Yalo o r  YA103), calcium 
tungstate and yttrium iron garnet (YIG). 
The crystalline lasers  a r e  presenting new material  problems. YAG 
is currently the most important host material  utilizing fluox escence 
for laser  action. F o r  optical sources they a r e  pumped by LED'S. YAG 
is well suited for continuous power applications . Using the conventional 
rod design, however, high averaged pulsed power cannot be produced; 
the crystals a r e  limited in size and homogeneity by crystal-growth 
considerations. YAG crystals a r e  expensive. The demand for YAG 
crystals appears to  be large enough for space processing to  be considered 
from both manufacturing and cost points of view. The imperfections and 
defects in  these crystals from high temperature growth a r e  convection- 
related. The cost for a three inch long, three millimeter diameter rod 
of this high valued crystal  is about $1000. 
The YAG lase r  with its high power capability and fast choppin; rates 
also demands a faster nonlinear optical material  capable of withstanding 
, 
power densities of 150 megawatts. Coated LiNbOg crystals a r e  bei.lg 
investigated. 
Solid state optical sources also use non-oxide single crystals in 
light-emitting devices and gallium a re  enide (GaAs) injection lasers .  
The LED crystals and their  perfection improvement from space 
processing have been discussed ear l ie r  in this section. 
In 1971 the GaAs injection laser  became the most efficient 
source of coherent light, largely due to the development of a new 
double heterojunction structure. Now operating a t  higher power and 
room temperature, this small  canpact  device i s  finding its  -kay into 
a n .  ever widening assortment of ranging and communications systems; 
- 1 
closed circuit T V ,  data links, line-of sight multichannel voice 
communicators, and IR surveillance systems. High quality GaAs crystals -1 - 
can be earth grown. Space processing may further decrease the 
defect density of epitaixial f i lms growt on GaAs substrates.  
Single crystals a r e  finding use in l a se r s  which can be tuned to -! 
the exact wavelength of pollutants for on-site monitoring. It must emit 1 
in the infrared band, because the absorption spectra of almost a l l  
known pollutants fall within the infrared and semiconductor crystal  lasers  
a r e  of one or two types which emit in the infrared. Diode mater ials  
.I 
under consideration for the new l a se r s  include such binary compounds a r e  
indium arsenide, indium-lead, germanium-lead, lead-selenide, lead- 
sulfide, lead-telluride and psuedo-binard alloys such a s  lead tin 
- 1 
telluride, lead sulfide selende, mercury cadmium telluride and indium gallium 
arsenide. One current development is that compact PbSnTe diode lasers  a r e  
being developed to emit throughout the epectral region range of the 
major pollutants found in autombile exhausts. 
Lead tin telluride crystals a r e  grown from the melt using the 
B ridgman technique. While homogeneous crystals can be grown by 
very close control of the growth condition, the microgravity 
environment of space may reduce convection to the point wherein 
cellular substructure, voids , other defects, and alloy composition 
inhomogeneity can be reduced to a larger  degree with less  control and cost. 
Concurrent with the advancements in new single crystal  lasers ,  
there a-e appearing new mater ial  demands for other par ts  of the 
optical systems. These can be s t  be met by single crystals.  However, 
the trend is not only to other materials combinations, but to crystals 
which a r e  larger  and more  perfect. There a r e  other a reas  in which 
the application of space processing wi 11 be most important: Examples are:  
1) Large, economic 10.6 micron crystal  window capable of 
the high power densities of the 10.6 micron carbon dioxide laser .  
2) Laser  beam deflection techniques utilizing the ac  .- atic - 
optic effect require crystals which will transmit la zr 
radiation while maintaining the proper acoustic properties. 
3) The importance of crystals for modulation and second 
harmonic generation must be restressed 
The importance of space processing ta  modulators has  been addressed 
. . -  
in Section C2 on optical communications. 
( 5 )  
Sypek discussed future trends in modulators and pointed out that 
the e r a  of low input power electro-opzrcs modulators (less than one 
ea t t )  has begun; concurrently, the e r a  of the acoustic -optic modulator 
(3) Sypek, D. , Optical Spectra, 6 - (2) 22-23(1972) 
has  made i t s  debut. Electro-optic and acousto-optic lines a r e  more 
complementary than competitive. Even with these advances, a good 
modulator (electro-optic or acousto-optic) is needed for the middle and 
far infrared. The former a r e  used in optical ranging, communications, 
and real time holography; the latter a r e  used in  laser  scanning and 
deflection a s  found in data processing and readout displays, laser  recording 
and optical memories. 
c Market Forecast  
In i ts  review and outlook for 1972 Laser  Focus cites 
that during 1972 there will be added emphasis on optical communications 
(4) 
and data handling relative to laser  products and services.  The largest 
market in dollars will be industrial with sales  for materials working 
and related measurement increasing 16.770 to $ 31.5 million. 
Increasing faster will be information hendling applications including 
communications where an 18.9% increase to $29.6 millioil is forecast. 
Biomedicine, paced by the growing acceptance of argon-laser 
photocogulation, will increase by 36.370 
Looking further ahead, the growth fields in  the mid 1970's will 
be information handling and industrial application. By 1975 these markets 
should be $ 60 million and $ 70 million respectively, reaching $270 
million and $ 240 million by 1980. Because lasers  work closely with 
product of other technologies, every laser  sale has  an  impact on a 
related field, often exceeding the value of the laser  itself. 
(4) Laeer  F ~ c u s ,  8 (1) 23-27 (1972) 
4. Optoelectronic Detectors 
The a r ea s  of optoelectronic devices which a r e  based on single c rys ta l  
silicon should be mentioned. They represent the well-known photo- 
t ransis tors  and photodiodes a s  well a s  a rapidly growing number of new 
components. These include beam lead emit ter  and detector a r r ays  for 
sophisticated optical character  recognition, photodiodes of speeds 
compatible with those of computer peripherals,  self-scanning photodiode 
a r r ays  for  complex reading and facsimile equipment, optically-coupled 
isola tors ,  and optically pumped amplifiers that could find a variety of uses 
\ 
. i n  communications systems. At this t ime i t  does not appear that the 
growth of silicon crysta ls  i n  space for  this market  would be economically 
viable. Crysta l  improvement, other than la rge  diameter crysta ls  which 
a r e  not to  be required i n  optoelectronics, would only be marginal. 
While there  will be growth in  the LED and LED display market ,  a 
market  analysis a lso  shows considerable growth in  the detector and coupler 
field L . r  1976. Of the many types of detectors available, phototransistors 
make up the bulk of market  activity. It is important t o  point out that 
optoelectronic systems a r e  dependent on both silicon and non-silicon single 
crysta ls  for performing their  essential  solid s ta te  functions. F o r  example, 
.b 
optical character  recognition, OCF.-~, makes use  of non-silicon LED indicator 
. - 
lights and numeric readouts along with silicon discrete  phototransistors and 
::< An OCR system has a xetina or scanner which detects the charac te rs  t o  be 
recognized, a recognition unit which compares the detected input with the 
machine vocabulary and a vocabulary computer that  contains the  basic  s e t  
of charac te r  masks  
(5) Electronics, November 8, 1971. 
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diode sensors,  silicon discrete and monolithic detector a r rays ,  and CRT 
displays. These a r e  finding many applications in business to include 
customer credit billing, stock inventory, packaging routing, business and 
banking transactions, point-of-sale terminals and post office address reading. 
5. - Ferroelectr ic  Graphics Displays 
While there a r e  some areas  in  displays where ferroelectrics seem to 
hold promise, their  application does not appear to  be imminent because of 
economic and technological factors. In addition while space growth of 
crystals does not appear to  offer any economic advantage now, it may by 
1980 i f  s ize becomes an important consideration. 
There is considerable uncertainty about the role of ferroelectrics in 
direct -view alphanumeric displays. In this application, the main advantage 
would be long storage t ime since the average power distribution i s  reduced 
in comparison to a light emitting diode. However, technology for alpha- 
numerics i s  very cost conscious and as  of now ferroelectric single crystals 
a r e  not economic in the relatively large s izes  required for a direct view 
- 
display. 
Ferroelectr ic  crystals may play some role in animated TV-type 
displays. This market is now dominated by cathode-ray tube (CRTs). 
There a r e  many limited applications such a s  large screen theatre TV 
which cannot be filled by a direct view CRT but which require some form 
of projection. 
Successful displays of this type have been constructed using a 
scanned electron beam writing directly on the surface of a potassium 
dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystal. Preliminary experiments have 
shown the feasibility of storage of electron beam written images on plates 
of bismuth titanate crystal  (Bi4 Ti3 012). However, there a r e  many 
technical difficulties to overcome a s  well a s  the coat factor to consider. 
The principal competitors to ferroelectrics a r e  liquid crystals and 
laser-machined thin metallic films. While the latter i s  not eraseable 
and must be replaced between frames,  its cost i s  s o  low that for 
many display applications this may be perfectly feasible. 
There a r e  a number of potential specialized applications which can 
exploit the combination of long-term storage and large optical effect 
observed in certain ferroelectrics.  The most  immediately accessible 
would be in  slow scan analog graphic display units in applications 
now stored by complex elsctro-mechanical apparatus. This would use an 
optically addressed strainbiased ferroelectric ceramic rather than a 
single crystal  Real-time animated T V  display using ferroelectrics 
a r e  a long way off. 
There is an important economic distinction between displays and page 
composers. Because of their widespread use displays can be classified 
a s  a consumer item and thus cost is an overriding consideration. To 
be economically competitive, the price per  light valve in a display must 
be 0 .1  to 0.001 cents. By comoaririon since there is only one page 
B-15 
composer per memory and mince the light valves number in the composer 
2 i o  limited, theprice per light valve can be a s  high a s  10 cents. 
While less  stringent economical requirements on a page 
composer make i t  polreible to coneider the processing of high valued 
ferroelectric cryatale in apace, there appears little economic advantage 
of using ferroelectric cryetals in displays and therefore the superior 
cryatalo attributed to space growth would not be economically viable 
at  this time. 
OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
1. Int rduction 
Optical communications will eventually be needed to meet the ever increasing 
demand for communication services. Since the first demo9istration of a laser in 
1960, much work has been directed toward the potentially very-high bandwidths 
of optical transmission made possible by the coherence of laser radiation. Recent 
technological advances in low -10s s glass fibers for optical guiding structures a re  
making optical-fiber transmission in communication systems a reality. Along 
? with the fiber optics, repeaters and terminals a re  required. Repeaters regenerate 
1' the optical signals which have experienced transmission loss and distortion. 
Terminals process the optical signals in a form compatible with the existing 
electronic communication network. 
In order to regenerate and process the optical signals, solid state optical 
I . 
sources, modulators, harmonic generators, and photodetectors are  req uired, 
all of which employ electronic single crystals. Solid state optical sources use 
non -silicon s emiconductor crystals in light -emitting diodes (LED1 s) , discus s ed 
i n  Appendix B , on Optoelectronice, gallium arsenide (GaAs) injection lasers, 
and neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd : YAG) lasers pumped by 
LEDt s . Modulators and harmonic generators c o ~ s i s t  of nonlinear optical crystals, 
1 the most common being electtooptic. Photodetectors a re  fabricated with silicon 
crystals. The technical assessment will be directed at the semiconductor and 
C-1 
electrooptic cryRals for the optical sources and modulators rather than silicon 
for photodetectors oince the former a r e  those crystals which will benefit most 
from space processing. 
2. Principle of Operation 
C-- 
The principles of operation of optical-fiber transmission systems employing 
LED'S or lasers a re  shown in Figure C I. In the LED systern the signal to be 
transmitted i s  applied directly to the LED through a drive which provides the 
necessary current gain. For the laser system an optical modulator i s  used 
to impress the information on the optical carrier.  
3. - FMbre , Need for Electronic Single Crystals and Space Processing 
Injection light sources in the form of the coherent GaAs injection laser  and 
the non-coherent light-emitting diode offer designers of optical transmission 
systems characteristics that have advantages over other methods. The GaAs 
injection lasers have become the most efficient source of coherent light, largely 
due to "heterostructures" of sandwiched layers of gallium arsenide and gallium 
aluminum arsenide (GaA1 As) crystals. Their direct transfer of energy i s  more 
efficient than the intermediary forms of energy transfer i n  optically pumr~ed and 
gas lasers,  and has the greatest potential for obtaining inexpensive and efficient 
large bandwidth signal carriers.  In addition they a r e  the most practical because 
the emission wavelength matches the sensitivity peak of silicon crystal detectors. 
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LED'S use silicon daped gallium arsenide, gallium phosphide, gallium 
arsenide phosphide, gallium alurninun~ arsenide and silicon carbide crystals. 
These were discussed in Apprendix B. Better crystals will result in more 
efficient and mcrre highly directional diodes which will permit longer-distance 
operations, or will open up new applications areas where very high speed 
modulation is  required. 
The third type of crystal based laser,  the LED-pumped Nd : YAG laser,  is 
a much larger device than the former and is capable of producing over a tenth 
of a watt of output power at  1.06 microns. The laser  rod i s  pumped by an array 
of AlGaAs crystal LED'S. 
Optical modulators are  required to impress the communications information 
on the optical carr ier  from YAG lasers or from self-pulsating injection lasers.  
The most important modulator i s  a Pockels or Kerr cell in which the index of 
refraction of some nonlinear crystal i s  preferentially varied with an applied 
- 
modulating voltage. It L:--n also be an amplifier, in which the gain or  loss of a 
piece of semiconductor crystal is changed with an applied modulating mrrent .  
The changing of the index of refraction by an electric field i s  known as the 
electro-optic effect. Crystale which exhibit this a r e  quartz, potassium dihydrugen 
phosphate ( KDP), lithium tantalate, lithium niobate, barium s odium niobate and 
barium strontium niobate. 
The efficient interfacing of aolid state circuitry with the elc~trooptic 
crystal modulator i a  vital for high information capacity optical commnnications 
syrrtems. Large aspect ratio crystals, such as lithium tantalate, are  required 
to effect a gain-bandwidth tradeoff. Mechanical properties dictate the feasibility 
of fabrication of the largc crystals and should be gxeatly improved by space 
processing. 
The elcctroo~atic effect a l ~ o  i s  found in a number of binary  emi icon duct or 
ci.ystals which a re  of interest at infrared \v._-.*elengths . Tiles rt include ZnC), 
ZnSe, ZnTe, CuC1, Gap, GaAe and CdS. 
The eiectroacoustis ~C'act in piezoelectric single crystals such ae barium 
titanate and quartz i a  another modulation technique finding wide usage. Their 
bandwidth i s  limited to 1070 of the carrier  frequency; however, microwave 
carrier  frequencies can be used. Another possible modulation technique which 
depends on oxide crystals is the Fareday magnetooptic effect. It i s  used at 
microwave frequencies and employs gallium doped yttrium iron garnet single 
crystals for modulation. 
A practical optical communication cryrtem requires many carrier  frequencies. 
fiarmonic generators a re  device- which can double the frequency of laser light 
and provide coherent light at many more frcquenciea. 
Parametric devices a r e  wePJ. for prcviding additional freii~eiicies different 
from the input frequency and may lead to an efficient technique for pro-ddjrrg 
tuneabla c~he ren t  frequcrcier. Crystal8 which a re  urefitl as harmonic generators 
a re  aloo useful as parametric devicsr . Crystals with a large electrooptic . .iect 
c -.S 
-.- - .  -. 
- ., I - .  
I 
.-- --. - 
* 
- - . . . . - -  - .. - - - -  - 
have a potential as  harmonic gensrators. The large birefringence of lithium 
niobate and barium sodium niobate make these crystals a~plicable for harmonic 
generators; the latter is about two times as  effective as  LiNb03. 
As pointed out in Appendix A on holographic memories, the growth of 
electrooptic crystals i s  an area of high potential for space processing. Limo3 
i s  one of the most significant crystals being considered for use in optical 
communication links with la.-:! . as the principle medium at 2-3 GHz o r  small 
point to point computer data links using o ~ t i c a l  waveguides. Comps:tional 
nonuniformity along the length of the crystal can cause variations in index oi 
refraction, birefringence and optical single harmonic generation. The efficie7-y 
of phase matc'ning interaction is reduced and the second harmonic peak power i s  
depressed, thus limiting nonlinear optical activity. Microgravity growth may 
greatly enhance the optical quality of the LtiNb03 crystals which a re  required. 
Tungsten-bronze structures, which include the aforementioned barium sodium 
niobate, BaZNaNb50 15: and potasuium lithium niobate, K3Li2Nb50 5, have 
large nonlinear coefficients and a re  resistant. to optical damage. Crystal boules 
of barium sodium niobate which are  one inch in length and 5 millimeters in 
diameter Lan be grown. However, yields a re  low; the density of artifacts is 
high. The price could fall by 213 i f  yields could be improved. 
There are  many kinds of defects, cracking and striations which degrade the 
quality of these linear optical crystalrr and their efficiency as  second harmonic 
gererators or  optical parametric oscillators. In addition compositional 
nonuniformity causes inhomogeneities in the index of refraction and reduction 
in conversion efficiency. These a re  good candidates for growth in microconvection 
wherein the economies of their use in a optical system dictates high value. 
Lead germanate (5Pb0. 3Ge02) is a new ferroelectric material having large 
electro-optic and non-linear optic constants or  desirable switching properties for 
electro-optic device applications. Of particular importance is the discovery of 
switchable optical rotary power. Gystals which a re  4 x 4 x 0.4 mm in size a r e  
grown by the Ceochralski method. However, switching time i s  strongly sample 
dependent due to the crystal inhomogeneities. This crystal probably *.ll be 
important enough to warrant consideration for space processing, ptr t icuhrly 
for a light switch, light modulator, or  a second harmonic generator. 
Electronic crystals such as  potassium dihydrogen phosphate ( hmP), 
ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) and deuterated potassium dihydrogen 
phosphate (KD*P) are  used fez electrooptic applications in  spite of their low 
electrooptic pro??:zies and deliquescence. This is mainly because of the ease 
of growing large, good quality optical crystals from aqueous solutions. They 
a re  finding use in  oceanograpkc applications and pollution particle detectors 
as  well as optical communications. 
There are  other aqueous so lu t io~  grown crystals which have much better 
electrocptic figures of merit and physical properties but which cannot be grown 
in large sizes with good quavty. Lithium iodate is a good example of such a 
crystal which may benefit from growth in space. 
Lithium iodate, LiIO i s  in  demand because of i ts  high second-harmoriic 3' 
efficiency for YAG:Nci-' (yttrium aluminum garnet: NbSt)  and ruby lasers. 
It is grown in aqueous solution at ambient temperatures with good optical quality 
up to 20 by 50 millimeters. In comparison to lithiurn niobate and lithium tantalate 
it has better optical homogeneity and irigher rcsictaace to damage f r o 5  visible 
light, Its figure of merit is four times that of potassium dihydrogen phosphate. 
However, with increasing size, haze, occlusions and growth striations occur. 
This is thought to be caused by thermal. convection. The striae from growth 
discontinuities cause a severe distortion of the laser  beam which i s  similar to 
that caused by striations in  barium sodium niobate. 
Potassium iodate, sodium iodate and alpha-iodic acid a re  other aqueous 
solution grown crystals whose use is ic demand, but restricted, because of growth 
striations and hopper growth. Space growth should show significant improvements 
in bcth perfection and yield. 
4, Market Forecast 
Optical communication systems a re  still in the research stages and will be 
introduced in the 1980's. Currently coaxial systems and microwave relay 
systems are  used for long-distance, heavy traffic conrmunications. By the late 
1970's broadband millimetizr wave systems operating in the band from 40 to 
100 GHz w i l l  be introduced. These wil l  yield an initial capability of a quarter 
million two-way voice channels. By the 1980's this mediurn will have reached 
saturation so  that there wil l  be a need for more bandwidth. Since several orders 
of magnitude a r e  gained in the region of optical frequencies ( 100,000 to 
1,000,000 GHz); the optical range opens up possibilities for the equivalent of 
hundreds of millions of voice conversations . 
The conscnscs is that glans fiber optical transmissioo may appear in 10 years 
time in communications systems such as: (1) intercity routes over hundreds of 
miles requiring medium to  high-capacity transmission; (2) interoffice trunks 
over distances of a few miles with channels of low capacity (single voice) to 
medium capacity; and ( 3) inta r connections of communications equipment over 
distances of a few hundred to  a few thousand feet. 
The LED system w i l l  probably have use as  interoffice trunks in  metropolitan 
areas; fibers as  used here might afford a simple method of pqatial multiplexing 
that is more economical than multiplexing via frequency and time. E or  a laser 
system, in contrast to the LED system, each channel or fiber would have 
considerable capacity-potentially hundreds of megahertz bandwidth. This would 
have future application in  intercity routes. 
At least two systems look competitive with fiber-optics. They &re: 
atmospheric links with ranges of up to a kilometer o r  so where security or 
freedom from = interference a r e  needed aad inter satellite communications 
probably using carbon dioxide lasers . 
Gautioiia optimism is justified in  the development of wide-bandwidth r.&ical 
communication systems. There is no real problem in providing short-range 
high-capacity or  long -range low-capacity communication systems . However, 
large funded efforts a r e  underway in several countries to develop very 
high-capacity communication systems with bandwidths of order loLo 1Jz or  I 
greater for use over vast distances. 
Relative to the future of optical comr.lunication systems, according to 
White: "practical laser  communications systems already a re  in use (in Japan 
and Russia) and the exponential growth in bandwidth requirements will I 
undoubtedly force a greater exploitation of the laser  portions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. Even the high information rates described nowhere near approach the 1 
theoretical bandwidth capabilities of optical communications systems. Thc I 
ulti~nate limit will probably only be realized with improved optical processing of 
logic so that the potential of the extremely short pulses now available from such 
lasers as  the neodynium yttrium aluminum garnet and the solid state GaAs forms 
(1) 
1 
d 
can be realized". 
( 1 ) White, G. , "Optical Modulation at High Information Rates", 
Bell System Tech. Journal 50 (8) 2607-2645 (197 1). 
-
Appendix D 
PYROELECTRIC SENSORS 
1. Introduction 
The application of the pyroelectric effect to the detection of thermal radia- 
tion was f i r s t  suggested some thirty years  ago. Only recently has it begun to 
compete with established methods of thermal detection. The reason has been 
the development of new pyroelectric single crystals. 
This is conside-ed to be a dycamic a rea  of optoelectronics. Because of i t s  
future technological importance it i s  being treated a s  a separate section. Pyro- 
electric crystals a r e  high value crystals whose quality, size, thickness, and 
surface condition should be markedly improved by the microgravity pecular to 
space growth. 
2. Principle of Operation 
Pyroelectric detectors make use of the changes in ferroelectric properties 
of crystals with temperature. The polarization axis of the crystal  i s  changed 
by the absorption of radiation in the infrared. 
3. Future Need for Electrcnic Single Crystals and Space Processing 
Triglycine sulphate and barium strontium niobate (BSN) a r e  the basic c rys-  
t a l s  for a new family of infrared detectors which provide significant advantages 
over the conventional infrared thr rmal  detectors. It i s  not possible to write a 
simple figure of meri t  to use as a guide in selecting the best crystals. Barium 
strontium niobate i s  superior in certain respects such as fast  response at room 
temperature.  However, in general  TGS and i ts  new triglycine sulphate-trigly- 
cine selenide derivatives a r e  generally superior to  BSh and other crysta ls  such 
a s  lithium sulphate, sodium nitrate,  lithium niobate and lead titanate. 
Very thin lamel lar  sheets of highly perfect crysta ls  a r e  required currently,  
the infrared detectors made f rom TGS crysta ls  fai l  to  achieve the theoretically 
expected performiince. Present  aqueous solution growth techniques in the p re s -  
ence of gravity result  in c rys ta l s  with flaws and inclusions of solvent. Polishing 
and lapping of the c rys ta l s  to  a few tens  of microns thickness resul ts  in surface 
'mperfections. CI-,ting of the c rys ta l  to  obtain orientation of the surface perpen- 
dicular to the polar axis introduces s t ra in  and defect which modify the ferroelec-  
t r i c  properties and degrade the behavior of the devices. The low yield, high 
imperfection density, and chemic.-1 non-uniformity i n  BSN boules was discussed 
i n  Section C. 
The growth of TGS in space should yic ld large,  flawless crysta ls .  The 
method of growth by slowly lowering the temperature  of saturated growing solu- 
t ions  i s  suitable to the possible growth of lamel lar ,  thin crysta l  with natural 
faces  perpendicular to  the polar axis. The elimination of polishing and lapping 
would enhance the yield, strength, surface perfection, and mechanical strength. 
The mer i t s  of growing BSN, a high temperatare  growth process ,  in space have 
been presented in  Section C, 
4. Market Forecas t  
These new crysta ls ,  e-pecially TGS, a r e  responsive to  a wide range of f r e -  
quencies f rom optical to  microwave. They have high detectivities and fas t  r e -  
sponse t ime  and a r e  replacing conventional devices a s  the universal room tem-  
perature detector. They a r e  being used in thermal  imaging systems,  and as 
targets  in infrared camera  tubes. 
Triglycine sulfate provides the fast  detector long sought fo r  use with l a s e r s  
and thus can be used f o r  earth-bound applications such a s  laser-ranging f o r  
c lear  and turbulence detection. The c rys ta l s  a r e  the basis  fo r  advanced sensor  
systems fo r  new applications which include (1) ear th  resources  surveying, 
(2) pollution monitoring, (3! thermal  imaging f o r  medical diagnostics, (4) f i r e  
location and (5) infrared astronomy. 
APPENDIX E 
SURFACE WAVE ACOUSTICS 
1. Introduction 
Acoustic surface wave devices a r e  a new field of advanced technology. The 
increaeing interest is evidenced by the growing number of potential applications 
- 
being investigated. It makes use of many of the theoretical techniques already 
developed for the microwave field and the experimental techniques developed for 
semiconductor integrated circuits. Practical devices a r e  beginning to be used 
in radar and communications systems and studies of many new concepts a r e  
being carried out. 
The materials being used in  the exploratory studies of new devices a r e  
electronic single crystals. These include single crystals of bismuth germanate 
(Bil 2Ge020), lithium niobate, lithium tantalate, quartz and potae sium sodium 
niobate, a s  well as aluminum nitride, ra re  earth garnets, spinels, and sapphire. 
It should be stressed that crystal surface perfection i s  a s  important a s  perfection 
within the crystal itself. The growth of surface acoustic crystals with flat, 
perfect surfaces in  a microgravity environment is believed to be one of the unique 
areas in space proceseing. 
2. Principle of Operation 
Surface acoustic waves depend on vibrations on the 3urface of a crystal. 
In an elastic , isotropic solid vibration energy propagates in three basic 
r~odes .  They a re  longitudinal and two shear, designated V aad H. A medium 
sub-h as  a crystal will support combinations of these simple modes. The 
simplest example of a surface wave without penetration of the crystal is  the 
Rayleigh wave. This consists of a shear V and longitudinal components. In 
the former, the vibrating element moves perpendicular to the free surface of 
the solid; in the latter the vibration element moves parallel to the energy flow 
vector. The longitudinal is also the mode ot the common sound wave in air. A 
more complex variety of modes may exist for the case of a general direction 
. I 
in an anisotropic medium. -1 ' 
3. Future Need for Elecfr.%nic Single Crystals and Space Processing 
Piezoelectric electronic oxide crystals a r e  the key to the extraordinary 
possibilities for the application of surface acoustic waves. The characteristics 
of the acoustic waves along the surface of the crystals include high power density, 
and energy which is physically accessible. It cazl be tapped, guided and 1 3 ,  
+... , - . -  
manipulated along the path of propagation without requiring penetration of the 
,d  
crystal. The power density is high because of confiuement to the surface. I i A 
The third and most important characterirtic of surface acoustic waves along 1 , 
piezoelectric cryrtals such as lithium niobate for example is demagnification. t P 
Thi. can be dercribed a r  follows: Surface wave propagav on vblocity is 1 o5 slower 
than that of electromagnetic waves. For a given frequency, the wavelength is  
5 
also smaller by a factor of 10 and all functions which :-ale with wave length 
are  smaller by the same factor. Thus at 400 MHz the wavelength in LiNb03 
crystals i s  about eight micrometers (approximately 0.00032 inches) compared 
with 80 centimeters (approximately 30 inches) for electromagnetic waves found 
in space. Thir i s  minifaction by a factor of nearly 1(?0,000. 
In surface waves, it may be necessary to  have short delays. For tapped 
delay lines where the tops must be placed close together, there i s  cross- 
coupling, signal distortion, and the physical problem of spacing at high frequency. 
In this case it i s  desirable to have crystals with a fast velocity and loss delay per 
unit path length. The distance between taps could be spread out. Crystal 
candidates are  sapphire, spice1 and diamond. Diamond has the fastest velocity 
and lowest loss, but the disadvantages are  cost and growing large samplee. 
Earthbound cryrtalr are  up to 5 millimeters in length. Crystals which are  1 to 
2 inches in length are  required. The feasibility and economics of growing diamond 
in rpace has not been determined at thir ~oin t .  
Lithium niobate i r  an example wherein large crystalr can be grown but 
whose ure i r  severely restricted becawe of the chemical inhomoganeities and 
variation cawed by convection, a gravity-related phenomenon. In the rtate,of -.. . . . - 
the art, LiNb33 crystalr are  pulled at elevated temperature8 directly from the 
melt. Although cryrtalr of up to one each in diameter and up to r even incher in 
1 
i ,' length can be grown, there are  only of moderate quality. In rurface acourticr, 
a 
growth ridger interfere with the propagation of the bigh-frequency rurhce  waver. i .  
Because of mechanical damage and imperfections introduced during even careful  
l app~ng and grinding, polished surfaces do not t ransmit  a signal a s  undistorted I 
a s  that expected from an  equally, l a rge  flat natural surface. 
Growth i t ,  space under nearly ze rc  gravity offers the exciting possibility 
of growing the crysta ls  i n  a direction such that the top surface comes out i n  a 1 .  
plane, providing a naturally flat surface f ree  of the imperfection& of convection 
1 .I growth. This also zliminates the costly lapping and polishing process  which is 
estimated to add 60% of the cost  t c  these high value crystals.  1 
F o r  high frequency operation, s ize  becomes most  important concurrent 
with surface roughness, Long c rys ta l s  of LiNbOg which a r e  six to  ten inches 
in length a r e  required for dispersive delay lines. Currently a long delay cannot : 1 
be obtained in  one crystal .  In shor t  crysta ls  a long delay cz.11 be obtained by 
joining; it vrould be desirable instead t o  use  long crysta ls  o r  two inch crysta ls  
with round edges. Surface waves can t rave l  around curvatures.  The space growth 1 
of crysta ls  may be a means for  obtaining not only lazge high quality crysta ls  of 
-1 
LiNbOj, with natural, flat perfect svr'-ce but a lso  smal le r  cA,ystals of high i 
perfection with rounded edges. The: beet candidate i s  BiGeiZO with i t s  low 2 0 
velocity of propagation, shor t  wavelength, and therefore  long delay. The delay 1 a
is 2 c m  longer than with quartz. 
-.- ,. . - 
Thc demagnification of eight micrometer  waver is comparable tr, the dimensions 
5 
commonly encountered i n  rrlicroelectronice. The geometric compatibility wil l  
permit the combination of microsonic rignal procersing elements with large scale  4 1 1 , , '  
E-4 
rilicon integr8ted circuits to provide compact rubryrtemr. Schemae f ~ r  
achieving generation, guidance, and amplification of rurface waver depend on 
procerring techniquer similar to those for producing h:ge rcale rilicon 
integrated circuit arrayr. There are  of the rame dimenrionr and procerree ae 
for the oilicon integrated circuit memorier dincurred in Section .A. it i s  
interesting to note that there circuits are alro compatible in dimeneionr and 
procee ees with ringle cryrtal garnet magnetic bubble memorier . 
The attainment of dimeneionr which will permit operation at Xgh frcqueaciee 
i r  h i t e d  by earth procerring, Thin layerr of metal are  vacuum deposited on 
the crystal rurface, Interdigitatcd retr of fingers or electrodes for tapping tho 
energy are formed uring chemical etching and optical photolithographic 
techniques. The probltlm i s  to control the linewitrths due to irregularities in the 
etching procero. Work has been done at 3 to 4 GHe with earth techniquer; 
the wavcbngth get smaller ar one goer to X-band. For example, the Unewidth 
i r  2 micronr at 16 HE and 0.1 micron lit 10 GHt.  At thee e frequencier , the 
hurface roughnerr of polirhed earth grown cryrtalr i s  in the range of the 
linewidth or wav elength. Thir, therefore, i r  detrimental and would benefit 
from the r~noothnanr of the natural rurhcen of rprce grown cryrtalr . In addition 
to zero gravity the vibrationlers environmetat of space would permit the etchink 
.. -- 
of very fine liner by electron betun etchiog. Electron beam etching of the 
interdigitated liner could elimiarte irregulriitier of chemical etching. A line 
100x wide could perhp. be d r a m  i f  free of vibrations and gravity. 
4. ~ ~ r k e t  iTorecart 
-
Surface wave acouetic devices a re  laving a profound effect on signal 
- 
processing ranging from delay liner to special purpose signal processes, 
The most obvious use of surface waves ie as  linear delay lines. A 0.25 micro- 1 
second of delay require8 about 50 meters of wave guide but less than 1 millimeter 
'1 
of LiNb03, Tne advantage of demagnification is demonstrated here. 
The next application i s  the tapped delay line which is characterized by the 1 
continuour accer ribility of the signal along i tr  entire propagation path. Biphas e 
-1 
correlatore a re  a variation of the tapped delay line. Otlrer tapped delay lines 
a1 ?,:ogrammable correlations and frequency -modulated pule e compree sion 
filters employing dispersi\.e 'Eranrducer s . 
According to Vollmer and Gandolfo there a r e  many important and challenging 
future applicationr for surface wave acoustic cievices fabricated from electronic I I 
single crystale: "Speculating a little on the future, one may envirion; ( i) 
-1 
ewitchable correlatorr ubed in  integrated communicabon, navigation, idpntification 
(CNI) ryrtems; (ii) rimple correlatorr wed  in kghtweight rad.ar systeme; (iii) 
large time-band-width delay liner, incorporating gairi, €02 use in electronic 1 
warfare and radar ryrtemr; 'iv) band-para filter8 in  color television systems; 
(1) I and (v) parallel procer ro t s  employing long, complex tranrmi~oion p?.!,ii~e , - 
-- -  .. . . - 
The latter leada to interesting dircurcion, Me=-1 f i tn r  alter the surface save  1 
velocity jut  am glar r &ere the velocity of IJ ght . Surface wavor can tllerefore 
be manipulated with planar analogr of optical elemcmtr ?hue making p ~ r r i t ~ e  all i 
I 
optically achievz'ole mathemtical transforms and operations, 
APPENDIX F 
U L T M N I C S  
1. Introduction 
.-, 
Piezoelectric cryetals a re  the fundamettal materials for electronic delay 
lines and filters in the comrnunicatio~lb industry. In an ultrasonic device 
acoustic waves confined within a crystal are wed to produce an electronic 
result. Acoustic waves include audible sound, but extend far beyond the range 
of the human ear. The importance of acoustic waves in  communications is due 
to their relatively low speed and short wavelengths. They move about 1 / 100,000 
as fast as electromagnetic waves a d  their wavelengths a re  about 11 100,000 as 
long. Thus, an ultrasonic device cac be put in an electronic circuit a d  do in 
inches what would otherwise take miles for an equivalent device to do. 
2,  Principle of Operation 
During utilisation of an ultrasonic device, electrical energy is first converted 
to acoat ic  energy. A useful operation takes place within the ultrasonic crystal 
and then the ultrasouic energy is converted back to electrical energy. The energy 
conversions may take place within the piezoelectric crystal itself or within a 
separate transducer a c h e d  to the crystal. The crystals may themselves be 
used as transducers on anorher device. 
j .- . 
. . 
. :,$<I , I*. "*. . . 
' Q' :.." 
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3. Future Need for ElectroGc Single Crystals and Space Processing 
While monolithic quartz crystals can do some jobs extremely well, the 
frequency and bandwidth requirement of other applications exceed the capabilities 
of quartz. There is a severe limitation on the available bandwidth wli ch is 
associated with the weak electromechanical coupling in quartz crystals. 
Lithium tantalate is an oxide electronic single crystal with all  of the desirable 
features of quartz but which also has a stranger electromechanical coupling, A 
number of precise wideband filters have been constructed. As a result of the 
success with LiTa03, interest in the competitive piezoelectric ceramic filter has 
decreased. The bandwidth of LiTaOg crystal is close to that of ceramics; i n  
addition, for a cerarnic filter with the required precision, over 90 percent of the 
cost i s  consumed in shaping the ceramic, applying electrodes, assembly and 
testing. 
Shown in Figure F. A are the areas of application of various types of filters wit!! 
reference to center freq~ency and bandwidth. As can be observed, LiTa03 offers 
a wider bandwidth than quartz. For frequency application above 50 MHz 
surface-wave filters become available which are  fabricated from LiTa03 flat 
plates. These are  now i n  the realm of surface wave acoustic devices. 
This is an area which should benefit from space processing since surface 
tension forces may be utilized for preparing thin, flat uniform sheets of lithium 
tantalate. Under zero gravity condition8 extended sheets of liquid mate rial could 
be supported and held flat by the ourface damage which i s  unavoidable in the use of 
Figure F-1. Areas of application for various types of filters with regard to center frequency 
and bandwidth as a percentage of center frequency. MCR refers to monolithic crysta! 
filters. Active refers to filterSng by resonators used wfth an LRC circuit. Dotted lines 
show the percent bandwidth corresponding to one voice channel (4 kHz) and a "group of 
12 channels (48 kHz). (Bowers, K. D. , Bell Laboratories Records (5) 139-145 (1971)) 
grinding and polishing pr r -esses  on earth. 
Another application of space processing to the growth of LiTaO3 crystals 
is the continuous pulling of crystal ribbons. Ribbons could possibly be drawn 
along an orientation having zero temperature coefficient of delay. 
At present the most widely used temperature cornpeasated cut known 
a r e  on the ST-cut, X-propagating orientation of quartz discovered in 1970. 
Unfortunately crystalline quartz has a very low piezoelectric coupling constant 
which leads to undesirable high insertion losses in  devices. Several zero- 
temperature coefficient bulk wave cuts have been predicted and verified for 
LiTaOg. Space ~rocess ing  of crystals may be a method for growing a natural, 
temperature compensated orientation of LiTa03. 
4. Market Forecast 
The communications industry has a high demaud for precise filters and 
oscillators for precise fequency selection, rejection and control. The demand 
arises from the need to conserve frequency space and because of the economic 
need to multiplex many information-carrying channels into a single conductor. 
In this case quartz crystal resonators a re  used. The pale of quartz crystal 
resonators in crystal-controlled oscillators should remain unchallenged except 
for the very few applications where a stability of better than one part in ten 
billion is needed. For  filtering applications however, the competitive situation 
is complicated by the progress in hybrid integrated circuits. 
The second use for ultrasonic devices in  communications i s  as a 
sequential memory in  the forr.1 of a delay line. This was discussed from a 
computer memory viewpoint in Appendix A, The advantage is the comparatively 
low velocity of ultrasonic waves wherein one inch of c--ystal wi l l  provide 
10 microsecoads of delay as compared to a mile of coaxial cable, The delay 
makes it possible to store several thousand bits of sequential information in 
acoustic form, 
There i s  a need for miniature memories in the communications industry; 
these a r e  too small for magnetic discs to be economical. The need for 
precision filters however, utilizing LiTa03 crystal plates or ribbons is much 
greater. 
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